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Manufacturers gain momentum

Factory orders up;
points to recovery
By The Associated Press
firm of Chase Econometrics, said
he rising stream of new orders the
increase in new orders, followto American factories surged still ing a
3.1 percent rise in March,
higher in April, providing more
"reinforces the ricovery
evidence that the economic psych
ology among businesses"
recovery is gaining momentum.
and "implies there will be some
The Commerce Department increase
in production."
said Wednesday that
. orders for
"We
will
have a recovery cermanufactured goods rose 2.1 percent in April — the fifth increase tainly well into next year," Commerce Secretary Malcolm
in the past six months.
Baldr
ige predicted in an apThe department also said invenpearance at the National Press
tories held by factories rose 0.1
percent, a sign that manufac- Club.
turers are expecting orders to conThe Commerce Department
tinue rising in the months ahead. also reported that construction
The inventory increase was the spending rose 0.4 percent in April
for the first monthly gain since
first since February 1982.
"If business firms are now eas- January.
ing their inventory reductions and
In other economic news:
are going to resume building of
—General Motors Corp. and
stocks, that means that they are Ford
Motor Co. announced they
going to continue to step "up pro- are
offering new, 8.8 percent
duetion — and employment," said finan
cing programs to buyers of
Robert Ortner, chief economist
certain small cars and trucks. The
for the Commerce Department.
programs replaced 9.9 percent
David Cross, an economist at finan
cing offers that expired this
the private economic research
week.

AT THE FAIR — Vehicles of two
different types were in competition
Wednesday at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair. While demolition drivers were tearing up the show
ring (top photo), toy trucks (bottom
photo) were tested to see how much
weight each could pull in the Stomper
Pull. (At left) Demolition derby
chairman Brad Belcher and Fair
Queen Karen Lewis congratulate
overall winner John Elliot. Stomper
Pull winners were Renee Gibson,
stock, super stock, modified and
stock semi; Charles Stewart, super
open and open four-wheel drive; and
Steve Kelly, two-wheel drive stock,
open two-wheel drive and semi.
Photos by Jamey McMillen

Hunt takes stand
during perjury retrial

Brown to discuss special session with Collins

13y HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. said he
will discuss the possibility of a
special session of the General
Assembly with Democratic gubernatorial nominee Martha Layne
Collins.
However, Brown said the narrow nomination of Mrs. Collins in
last week's primary will make it
more difficult to call a special session.
"I will talk to them about that
subject and the things I am interested in before I go out office,"
Brown said at a news conference

Wednesday.
"I wouldn't rule it out, but it is
probably a little bit more difficult," said Brown, who backed
former Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo in the
primary.
"Had Dr. Stumbo won, he was
very supportive of the flat tax and
multi-state banking. He was on
record supporting both," Brown
said.
A flat-rate income tax and a bill
to allow multi-bank holding companies have been two of the major
issues Brown has said he would
like to see adopted in Kentucky.
-But I don't give up until I give

up, so we will see what
transpires," Brown said.
"They have a campaign to run
and I am sure they are not going to
want to disrupt their campaign
strategy," he said.
"But there are various approaches we can have an exchange on (and) one is have it
after the election," Brown said.
"But I don't give up on what I
want to do.
"From a practical standpoint,
you have to consider the next
governor and what their policies
and programs are going to be."
Brown also said he is willing to
make public appearances for Mrs.
Collins in the campaign leading up
to the November general election.
Brown was scheduled to meet
with Mrs. Collins campaign chairman, Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine
Grove, Wednesday afternoon.
"I've always been a loyal,
strong Democrat," Brown said. "I
sure don't want a Republican in,
one to go along with Reagan. They
have an actor and a ballplayer,

Barber board head comments
on order aganist local salon
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
A restraining order against
Head-Quarters, a local hairstylist
salon, was filed by Kentucky
Board of Barbers because salon
owner Bob Stogner "refused
routine inspections," Gene
Record, director of the board, said
today.
He says, "Mr. Stogner began in
May 1982, to refuse to let inspectors inspect his shop on routine inspections." He adds that Stogner
would not allow inspections in
May and July 1982.
Stogner says he has told the
Board of Barbers and the inspectors that he does not object to the
inspections, only to inspection of
an occupied booth.
According to Record, the board
set a hearing of the alleged violation for January of this year and
that Stogner and attorney Gary
Haverstock were successful in
delaying the hearing until
February.
At the hearing, according to
Record, the board found Stogner
guilty of the violation and revoked
his shop license for six months.
Stogner says he has received no
notification, personally, of the
revocation and that he found out
about it last week from his attorney.
Record says it's "normal procedure to notify the attorney" and
that Haverstock received notification by signing for a registeril,
certified letter.
Record adds that, by legal right,
Stogner could have appealed the
decision but that no restraining
order was sought to prevent the
revocation of the license.
"We assumed that Stogner was
complying and was not going to
operate until the matter was settl-

ed," says Record.
-The attorney general's office
asked me to accompany an inspector to Murray to see if Stogner
was still working," he says.
Record reports that he and an
inspector were accompanied to
Head-Quarters by a Kentucky
State Police officer on May 19 and
found the salon to still be
operating.
Stogner reportedly refused the
inspection until his attorney could
be present.
Stogner says he received at 76
rating on that inspection and that
his average rating of all inspections up until that time was 99.7.
Following ,the inspection,
Record says he "followed normal
procedure for filing a criminal
complaint" and contacted
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker to file the restraining
order.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is responsibile for
serving the order and Sheriff
David Balentine says it will be
served at noon Friday.
Stogner feels it is an invasion of
a client's privacy to have an inspector enter an occupied booth.
He says many customers don't
want anyone to see them with
rollers in their hair and that
clients who *ear ,hairpiece often
request complete privacy.
He feels that doctors,lawyers or
dentists wouldn't allow inspectors
in the room when a client is present and feels.that hairstylists
should not be expected to.
On one occasion, Stogner says
an inspector visited the salon for
routine inspection and Stogner
told him to feel free to inspect to
remainder of the salon but to wait
(Continued On Page 2)
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cloudiness
Today increasing cloudiness
and warmer. Highs from the
mid 70s to around 80. South
winds 10 to 15 miles an hour.
Tonight a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the low
60s with south winds 10 to 20
miles an hour. Friday windy
and warm with a 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the low to mid 80s.
Southwest winds 15 to 25 miles
an hour.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
360.7
Kentucky Lake
360.6
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"Reading Time Trek with
Wizlit" is the theme for the
Calloway County Public Library's
Summer of '83 Reading Contest.
The program is scheduled from
June 6 to July 29 for children just
out of grades 1 through 6.
Lynn Hewitt, summer coordinator of children's programs for
the library, commented that the
only requirements for a child to
enter is access to a library card
and the desire to read a minimum
of 10 books on their reading level.
She added that Wizlit (Wizard of
Literature) will record the
number of books read on a weekly
basis as he makes a personal appearance each Wednesday from 4
p.m. to 5.
Children who read on the first
and second grade level should submit a two-sentence report of
the
books read and those who are
in
the third- grade through sixth
grade should submit a half
-page
report or more. These may
be
turned in once a week or more
often if library visits are more
frequent. These reports will serve
to
record the child's progress in the
contest. The number of books read
will be shown on Wizlit's
pet
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testimony in July 1979.
Through a mistake, Ms. Zielke
erased a portion of Clarks'
testimony, but not the part in
which Clark was asked whether he
had any business dealings with
Hunt.
The defense already has contended that the second official
transcript of that jury hearing is
considerably different from the
original.
The U.S. District Court jury had
been excused for the day and was
not present Wednesday afternoon
when Hunt took the witness stand.
Hunt answered a variety of
questions about the venture and
told prosecutors he would be willing to answer the same questions
before the jury, if the questions
were put to him in the same way.
Agreeing to testify marked a
surprise turnabout for Hunt, who
is serving an indeterminate prison
term for refusing to answer questions put to him by a special grand
jury investigating alleged corruption in state government.
Clark is accused of lying to that
panel four years ago about his
possible involvement in the deal.
The jury was also absent when
U.S. Attorney John Fitzgibbons'
surprise announcement that the
U.S. Department of Justice has indicated it will decline to authorize
an indictment of Carroll.
Clark, a good friend of Carroll,
was convicted of perjury in June
1982, but the verdict was set aside
last fall by U.S. District Judge
Bernard T. Moynahan, who ruled
that Clark had not received a fair
trial.
Carroll, as he did last summer
in the first Clark trial, refused to
testify.

Summer reading program encourages
grade school children to read books
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that is the best they can come up
with."
State Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Fort
Mitchell, a former major league
pitching star, is the Republican
gubernatorial nominee.
"Let's see what they want me to
do," he said.
Brown said he also wants to talk
to Mrs. Collins about her
statements concerning patronage.
"I'm just concerned about what
we have done," Brown said. "We
stopped it. I don't want to see us go
back. I don't know what she
means or what she is talking about
when she is talking about
patronage back in Democratic
headquarters."
Brown held his first news conference since returning fr6m
California where he was in charge
of last weekend's fund-raising
telethon.
Brown said he thinks the
Democratic Party should sue both
the Republican Party and the
Moral Majority concerning attempts to disrupt the telethon by
jamming the phone banks.
"We bought the time, we have
the right to go before the
American people. I expect them to
sue and they also should sue the
Moral Majority for interfering."

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LONDON, Ky. API — Former
state Democratic Party Chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr. took
the stand before a federal jury today in the perjury retrial ipf
Frankfort Engineering Executive
David W. Clark.
Hunt, who is currently serving a
prison term for refusing to testify
before a special grand jury, shed
little additional light on the transaction that led to Clarks' indictment.
The gist of his somewhat brief
testimony was that former Gov.
Julian Carroll was calling the
shots in an oil-wells venture in
Oklahoma in 1979.
The prosecution appeared to be
trying to show that the arrangement among Carroll, Hunt, Clark
and Frankfort lawyer William P.
Curlin was a business partnership
and that, therefore, Clark lied to a
special federal grand jury investigating alleged corruption in
state government when he told
jurors he had no further business
dealings with Hunt.
Hunt testified that Carroll
received half interest in the wells
after the first six months without
any payment, and that the other
three were individually involved
in the investment.
Hunt said that the entire transaction, in his opinion, "had to go
through Julian Carroll," and that
he and Clark did not pay each
other any money.
The next scheduled witness, but
not in the presence of the jury,
which was excused until later in
the day, was Mildred Zielke of
Lexington, a court reporter who
took notes of Clarks' grand jury
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Linn Hewitt
to coordinate
summer'program
dragons who will represent each
child in the Reading Contest.
Children will be encouraged to
read books on their grade level. A
recommended reading list will be
given to the contestants upon request.

Contestants will be judged in
three categories: first and second
grades, third and fourth grades,
and fifth and sixth grades. Those
reading the greatest number of
books in their reading level will be
awarded special prizes. Those
reading the required ten or more
books will receive a special certificate of recognition. A new facet
of the '83 Reading Contest is the
program called Reading Partners. Those persons who read to
the pre-school child may qualfy
for a certificate of achievement
based on the number of books
read. A Reading Partner may sign
up along with the participating
child at the same time as for the
regular summer reading program.
Weekly entertainment and activities for the contestants will include olympic games, travel
games, puppet shows, costume
parties, movies and guest entertainers.
Children may register at the
public library during library
hours through Sunday. They may
begin counting their books read
Monday. The program is free and
is open to all children.
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slated for July 2 and 3 and July 23
and 24.
The first mainstage production
will be "Sweet Charity," to be performed June 16-18 and 23-25. Linda
Begley will direct this Broadway
hit. The play was made into a film
featuring Shirley MacLane and
Sammy Davis, Jr.
A perennial stage favorite,
"Cheaper By the Dozen," takes
the spotlight July 7-9 and 14-16.
The tale of the trials of a very unconventional family is directed by
B.J. McMichael and will feature
members of the Youngs Actors
Guild and The Children's Corn-

'Cheaper'auditions slated
Playhouse in the Park officials
have announced that auditions for
the second main stage production,
"Cheaper by the Dozen," will be
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Community Theatre Depot in the park.
The cast will consist of 9 male
and 7 female roles which includes

3 adults and 8 youths aged 8
through 18.
The play has been described as
a moving comedy with something
to say; and should provide a
wonderful evening of family
entertaining. Performance dates
are Thursday through Saturday,
July 7-9 and 14-16.

4

LANGUAGE FESTIVAL AWARD WINNERS — Approximately 45
students from Calloway County High School recently attended the
MSU Foreign Language Festival. Junior and senior high school
students from the region competed in academic and non-academic
areas. Those from Calloway who received awards are as follows in
Spanish: written proficiency, level IV, second place, Perry Cooper;
written proficiency level I, third place, Darren Loftis; prose reading
level III, second place, Laura Foster; literary recitation level I,third
place, Christi Arnold. Non-academic winners were: Laura Foster,
third, cooking; Lisa Myers, first, handwork; Lisa Kiser, second, oil
painting; and Mary Hansen, third, doll. Winners in French competition were: Carl Anderson, third, written proficiency, level II; Tammy Patrick, third, literary recitation, level II; Rebecca Jones,first,
oral proficiency, level H. Calloway also entered a French drama
which placed second. Those who participated in the drama included:
Carl Anderson, Mark Bazzell, Erin Burke, Caroline Conley, Emily
Dunn, Janne Hopkins, Rebecca Jones, Alan Miller, Amy Schroeder,
and Renee Taylor. Those who placed in non-academic competition
were as follows: Tammy Patrick, second and third, cooking; Rebecca Jones, first, construction; Laurie Williams,second,doll; Carl Potter, third, cestume; and Amy Schroader,third, T-shirt.

pany along with veteran
Playhouse performers.
The final offering of the summer, "Dames at Sea," will debut
the directing talents of the new
Executive Director, Hal Park.
The hit musical features some
favorite songs and a number of
comic twists that have made it a
hit with audiences everywhere.
Season tickets for the summer
program — the sixth in the
theatre's history — are now
available. Ticket committee

"Sing Out, Kentucky,!" a new
musical revue featuring the
history of Kentucky in song and
narrative, will be produced by the
Murray State University Theatre
at the three regional state parks
during the summer months.
Dr. Mark Malinuaskas, director
of Theatre at Murray State, has
compiled and edited the one-hour
script which will be used. The
show includes songs taken from
Stephen Collins Foster, Appalachian folk tunes, and ballads
of the Blue Grass.
The narrative relates the settling of the Commonwealth by
James Harrod and Daniel Boone.
An account of conflicts occurring
during the Civil War and in
reconstruction are also featured.
The famous Hatfield-McCoy
feud is one of the highlighted
segments of the revue.
The first performance will be at
Lake Barkley State Park beginning June 17. It will play on Friday
and Saturday evenings at this
facility through Aug. 6. The show

Thursday, June 2
6:00 p.m.— 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.— Dune Buggy Sand Drags

Friday, June 3
7:00 p.m.— Horse Show

Saturday, June 4
8:00 a.m. — Horse & Mule Pulling Contest
12:00 noon— 6:00 p.m.— Kiddies Day
5:00 p.m. —Motorcycle Races
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.— Family Night
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will play at the new convention
center of Kentucky Dam State
Park on Monday and Tuesday
evenings beginning June 21. It will
be performed at Kenlake State
Park on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings beginning June 22.
All performances are at 8 p.m.
with a minimum admission
charge.
Joining Malinauskas will be Joe
Jackson as musical director.
Jackson is well-known in the
region for his one-man recitals
and for his work in musical direction with the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre.
Beverley Peeler will serve as
the show's choreographer. Mrs.
Peeler has been active as a
dancer/choreographer with the
Murray State University Dance
Theatre. She has also
choreographed for companies in
Texas and Mississippi.
For more information about
performances of "Sing Out, Kentucky!" contact the Murray State
University Theatre at 762-4421.
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CLOWN VISITS HOSPITAL — Korky The Clown Prince of Magic,
part of United Shows Inc., the carnival now performing at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair, brought a few smiles to
children's faces during a visit at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Beverly Allen,Fulton, was one of the patients the clown visited.

Clown visits hospital
during goodwill tour
Korky The Clown Prince of
Magic visited Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Tuesday.
Korky is part of United Shows
Inc., the carnival now performing
at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
As a clown, Korky's goals at the
Murray hospital were to "spread
a little cheer to a few people who
were in need of a little cheering
up." After a grand entrance in Administrator Stuart Poston's office,
Korky was escorted to the
children's ward where he left a
trail of animals made out of

balloons and managed to get a
smile from each child visited.
Korky also went to long term
care as he felt "these people also
needed a little cheer in their day."
Korky is sponsored 'by Ed
Gregory, owner of United Shows
Inc. In each city that he plays,
Korky takes time to make this
goodwill tour. Korky's natural
love for children has led him down
the road making children happy.
Korky can be seen for the remainder of this week every night
at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.

Head-Quarters...

Becky Wolf
Events."
Wolf won second place at the
district competition on Saturday,
April 16. After revising her paper,
Wolf entered the state competition, competing with the first and
second place winners from the
four other districts in Kentucky.
Wolf, 13, will now travel to College Park, Md., to compete in the
fourth annual National History
Day to be held June 15-18, at the
University of Maryland. Besides
competing in the national contest,
Wolf will visit Washington, D.C. as
a part of the activities scheduled
for the state winners.
This year, first place winners
from 39 states and the District of
Columbia are expected to compete at the national level. In 1982,
1,100 students from 32 states participated in National History Day.
Overall, 65,000 students competed
in History Day at all levels of competition.
Dr. Joseph H. Cartwright,
chairman of the Department of
History at Murray State said that
Wolf's honor is "not only a tribute
to Becky, but it is a tribute to her
teachers and her school that she
could compete so successfully in
the state-wide contest."
Becky resides at 1404 Vine St.
and is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Ken Wolf. Her history
teacher is Donna Mabry.
The title of her winning paper is
"Martin Luther: Reformer."

(Continued From Page 1)
until the one occupied booth was
unoccupied before inspecting it.
Stogner says the inspector left the
salon without inspecting any part
of it.
Record argues, "If we have to
wait, that defeats the purpose of
the inspection.
"We wonder about the real
argument of the thing," says
Record, "if something is going on
that we can't find out about.
"When we were there for inspection on May 19 and Stogner
asked us to wait until his attoreny
came,someone who had been cutting hair left while we were
waiting. Evidently it was someone
we should not see."
Record says the state board inspects approximately 1,500 barber
shops and that several have "gone
to the individual booth decor." He
says the board has had no problems with any of the other shops
denying inspections of an oc-

Car dealer to face
local charges June 24
Jim Boone, owner of a defunct
Volkswagen dealership in Jeffersonville, Ind., has agreed to return
to Calloway County June 24 to face
a charge of theft by deception.
Boone, 38, was arrested in
March on a complaint brought by
Tommy Carroll, owner of Carol!
Volkswagen,800 Chestnut St.
Carroll claims that Boone paid
for two new cars on Feb. 16 with a
check for $19,800 and that the
check later was returned by the
bank for lack of funds.
Boone, who opened Jim Boone
Volkswagen in 1975, disappeared
from Clark County, Indiana, for
several days in February. His
wife told police that he left their
Jeffersonville home on the morning of Feb. 17 but never arrived at
work.
Boone returned to Indiana the
following week, and on Feb. 21 he
checked into Norton's Hospital in
Louisville for several days'rest.
His Jeffersonville car dealersip
closed March 26 for economic
reasons.

Murray man hurt
University offices
in ski accident
adjust summer hours A 22-year-old Murray man was
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Prices for the summer season
will be $9 for adults and $4.50 for
students, children and senior
citizens. For more information,
contact the Playhouse at 759-1752
or write to the Playhouse in the
Park,Box 952, Murray,Ky.,42071.
Season ticket sales will end the
weekend of June 23.

Becky Wolf, a Murray Middle
School eighth grader, won first
place in the junior historical paper
competition at the State History
Day at the University of Kentucky
on Saturday, April 30.
History Day is a program in
which junior and senior high and
middle school students research
and prepare papers, projects, performances or media presentations
based on a historical theme. This
year's theme is "Turning Points
in History: People, Ideas,

Murray Calloway County
Fair May 30-June 4

FEATURING

members will be contacting Community Theatre members and
former season ticket holders by
phone tonight.

Murray eighth grader wins
first in history paper contest
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Summer theatre full of music, comedy
Music and comedy will set the
tone for the summer at the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's Playhouse in the
Park.
The fun will begin on June 11
and 12 with the first of three
dessert theatres called
The
Gourmet Cabaret." Beginning at 8
p.m., singers and actors will occupy the open air stage of the
Playhouse for an evening of
popular show tunes highlighted by
special desserts and beverages
served to patrons during intermissions.
Two other ''Cabarets" are

.104111.
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Administrative offices at Murray State University will begin
opening and closing an hour
earlier on Monday,June 6, as part
of the energy conservation program on the campus.
Working hours will be 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. through Aug. •12, according to George L Stockton,
director of personnel services.
The change is designed to reduce
the demand for air conditioning
during the summer months.
Hours will return to the 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. schedule on Monday,
Aug. 15.

injured Tuesday when the
motorized ski vehicle he was
riding under Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on U.S. 68 hit a submerged
bridge abutment.
Steven Gough, Sunset
Boulevard, was treated and
released at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for injuries
received in the accident.
The abutments, usually clearly
above water, were submerged by
the high lake level. Warning signs
are posted under the bridge, according to Kentucky Water Patrol
Captain Steve Owens.

cupied booth.
"We have talked with people
with more clientele (than Stogner
and Head-Quarters) and not one
person has objected to someone
being in an occupied booth."
Record says that until May 1982,
that Stogner "always allowed the
Inspection" and the salon was
"found to be in pretty good
shape." He added that the inspector said that, until May 1982,
Stogner had always been "polite
and courteous."
Inspectors of the Board of
Barbers inspect a shop at least
three time each year, Record
says, checking for cleanliness,
sterilization and to check the shop
and operators'license.
Record reports "pressure from
people in the area wanting to know
how he (Stogner) can blatantly
disobey the laws and continue to
operate."
Head-Quarters, which employs
both licensed barbers and beauticians, is responsible to not only
the Board of Barbers but also the
Kentucky Board of Hairdressers
and Cosmotologists.
Carroll Roberts, executive
directors of the Board of Hairdressers and Cosmotologists says
they inspect beauty salons once
every six-to-eight weeks.
She says they have had "no
trouble" from beauty salons
refusing inspections saying that
patrons "prefer knowing a salon is
being inspected."

Tennessee man
arrested for forgery
A spokesman for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
reports that Harvey W. Merrell,
54, Puryear, Tenn., is lodged in
Calloway County Jail in lieu of
$20,000 bond on eight counts of
forgery in the second degree.
According to reports, Merrell
was apprehended Friday at Murray Supply Co., where he and
another man who was not charged, had passed three forged
checks and were discussing a
fourth.
The spokesman says the checks
for $131.46, $293.90 and $155.34
were on an Atlanta, Ga.,account.
He says that during questioning,
Merrell confessed to forging the
checks.
The spokesman says that during
the investigation of the incidents,
"other questionable items" were
found and will be taken up with the
Calloway County Grand Jury.
The department also reports
that Randy 0. Clark, who has been
charged with theft by creating
ft.:pc irnpressiuns wer $T00, will
be returned to Calloway County
from San Diego,Calif., next week.
Also, Howard Paul Littlejohn,
33, who is wanted in Calloway
County for three counts of theft by
deception is in custody in Houston,
Texas and will be brought back to
Calloway County.
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Capitol should
be restored
A gathering controversy now engaging some of
the most contentious talent in Washington and
around the country is whether the crumbling west
front of the U.S. Capitol should be simply restored
or replaced by a substantial extension that would
create thousands of square feet of new office space
.
Here's more proof, as though we needed it, that
nothing's ever cheap or simple in Washington.
. George M. White,the Capitol architect, is leading
the faction favoring the add-on at a cost of $73
million. He is said to enjoy surprising support from
space-hungry leaders in both House and Senate.
Powerful opposition to the proposed extension is
being organized by the National Institute of Architects and the National Trust for Historic Preservations. These organizations are outraged at the
idea of changing the Capitol's outward appearance.
"Entombment is not restoration," the architects
protested. And a special Commission on the West
Front, headed by Vice President George Bush,
recommends that the work be limited to restoration
at an estimated cost of $66 million.
Meanwhile, events are bringing the longsimmering issue to a boil. The other day, 16 blocks
of sandstone fell out of the base of the 150-year-old
downhill wall, exposing advanced decay. And a
House committee is reported ready to throw official
support to the extenders, who insist there's nothing
sacrosanct about the Capitol's shape. They correctly point out that the building has reached its present
size through one extension after another since 1800
— the most recent being the extension of the east
front only 30 years ago.
We agree with the architects, historic preservers,
and the Bush commission. The deterirating sandstone west wall should be replaced with marble in
keeping with the rest of the Capitol; there should be
no defacement of the building's beautiful, wellrecognized exterior for the mere sake of providing
hideaway suits for senators and congressmen.
Thus, with Congress in the role of a fox guarding
the hen house, it's up to an aroused public opinion to
insist that the Capitol's present appearance be
preserved, that the western facade be restored and
not extended.
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Defense of segregation
may be high court's last
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Had it not been for the Reagan administration's
clumsy attempt to reverse 12 years of civil rights
policy, the May 24 Supreme Court decision
upholding the denial of tax exemptions to two
racially discriminatory private schools would have
been no more than a legal footnote.
In its decision, the court rejected, 8-1, the contention of Bob Jones University and the Goldsboro
Christian Schools of Greenville, S.C., that since
their racial policies are a matter of religious belief
and practice, denial of their tax-exempt statu
s
violates the Constitution's guarantee of religious
freedom. The court also specifically rejected
arguments that in the absence of specific legislation
authorizing its regulation, the Treasury Department had no power to deny exemptions to the two
institutions.
"It would be wholly incompatible with the concepts underlying the tax exemption," wrote Chief
Justice Burger for the court,"to grant the benefit of
tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory educational entities, which exert a pervasive influence on
the entire educational process. Whatever may be
the rationale for such private schools' policies, and
however sincere the rationale may be, racial
discrimination in education is contrary to public
policy."
Nothing in that is remotely new. It has, one way
or another, been affirmed and confirmed in scores
of other situations by virtually every court in the
country. What was notable in this affair was the
way the Reagan administration, beginning early
last year, tried to undercut longstanding government policy. After two reversals of position, the administration permitted a 12-year-old Treasury
Department rule, first adopted in the Nixon administration, to stand, but instead of supporting
civil rights groups — and its own practice — it joined the segregated academics in arguing before the
Supreme Court that the Treasury Department had
no right to do what it did.
Thus,for the first time in more than a generation,
the U.S. government went to court to defend what,
in effect, was racial segregation. It's to be hoped
that the whole thing will now be forgotten — thoug
h
the episode hardly enhances the administration's
claims about its devotion to civil rights. With some
luck, it may also represent the last occasion in
American history when the U.S. government went
to court on the side of segregationists defending
racist practices.
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garrotes galley

by m.c. garroft

A mountain man following bees in search
of wild honey found Stub Wilson's plane
On June 5, 1963, a man by the name
of Alton Cline was following bees in
search of honey on Chandler Mountain in St. Clair County near Steele,
Ala. He was some 15 air miles from
the Gadsden airport from which Murray businessman H.W. (Stub)
Wilson, 37, was last seen taking off in
his airplane on Saturday, April 6.
Cline would follow one bee until he
lost sight of it, then sit down and wait
for another to follow to come along.
He had gone about two miles along
the top of the rocky mountain and
was near one of its highest peaks
when the bees'trail turned to the left.
He followed.
He had gone no more than 50 yards
into the wooded area when he saw the
wreckage of a plane. It was Wilson's
and, apparently, he was the first person to see it after it had taken off in
misty weather from the Gadsden airport two months before.
Wilson's body still was in the
wreckage.
• • •
Cline spent only a few minutes at
the wreckage beforetastening to the
nearest telephone, almost two miles
away, and calling authorities at the
Gadsden airport to report it.
The crash quickly was confirmed
by the Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA) and Wilson's body identified
from papers and licenses found on
him.
The plane had come down in
pastureland which had grown up in
scrubby pine and underbrush. Wilson
had missed a cleared field by about
100 yards, but the FAA investigators
figured that he probably could not
have seen more than 100 feet ahead of
him at the time.
On the ground beside the wreakage
was an aircraft thermometer, its
needle stuck at 58 degrees, apparently the temperature at the time of the
crash. Pieces of the plane's windows
were strewn over a 36-yard area.
Debris thrown from the plane must
have bounced off surrounding trees

(EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the second in a series of columns Mr. Garrott has written recalling the disappearance 20 years ago of H. W.(
Stub)
Wilson, popular young Murray
businessman, and his plane on a
flight between Gadsden, Ala., and
Terrell, Tex., and some of the events
connected with it.)
and underbrush, keeping the
wreckage in- a comparatively compact area. Both its fuel tanks were
ruptured and dry.
A freshly cleaned suit of clothes,
which, apparently, had been hanging
behind the pilot, had been thrown forward through the right door which
had opened at impact. The suit was
lying on the ground in front of the
plane. A cleaner's tag on it read:
"Stub Wilson."
Personal effects found on Wilson's
body included $196.39 in cash, a promissory note made out to him, auto
and pilot licenses, Murray State College football and basketball
schedules and a Social Security card.
A gold watch he was believed to have
been carrying was not found.
• • •
John Nanny was the first of
Wilson's Murray friends to learn that
the plane had been located.
Shorty after the identifications had
been made, the sheriff of St. Clair
County called Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield here in Murray and told him
of the discovery.
Sheriff Stubblefield immediately
called Nanny, who, in turn, advised
him to notify attorney Robert 0.
(Bob) Miller, who had been one of the
primary co-ordinators of the search
for the past eight weeks.
Miller then called the Alabama
sheriff and asked that a guard be
posted on the wreckage so nothing
could be disturbed until he, Nanny,
W.C. (Dub) Elkins and James
Shelton of the J.11. Chisirchill.FI,theral
Home could get there.
Trifs was irritoortarit bedifise of

possible claims to be filed in connection with life and plane insurapce.
The Alabama sheriff complied with
the request.
"He put the biggest man you ever
saw up there," Bob said recently.
"He must have stood six feet six and
weighed about 300 pounds. And, he
had a stick bigger than a baseba
ll
bat. He wasn't letting a soul near that
wreckage, not even the FAA people,
until we got there."
At first, the FAA investigators
tried to keep the Murray men from
removing the body of their friend
from the crashed plane, but were
brushed aside.
"We told them simply that this
man's family had been through a
traumatic two months wondering
where he was and what had happe
ned to him, and that we were going to
take his remains home to them," Bob
said,"and we did."
• • •
Thirteen years old at the time,
Marilyn (Mrs. Tommy) Walker
vividly recalls the events of the day
the mystery of her father's disappearance was solved.
Her mother had been through a
very difficult time. In addition
to
having her husband missing on a
flight, her father had become so ill it
had become necessary to take him to
a Memphis hospital, and she had
been going back and forth from Murray to Memphis helping to attend to
him.
He had been back home a short
time when the crash was discovered
,
and Mrs. Wilson heard of it first from
her long-time friend, Martha Guier.
Bobs Stewart Siu-oat, who was
working at radio station WNBS at the
time, saw news of the discovery
come across the station's new service wires.
She immediately called Martha,
who went to the Wilson home and told
Mrs. Wilson' that the plane had been
found and with her husband's body in
it.

Marilyn recalls she was playing
golf at the Murray Country Club with
Kay Pinkley when Euva Nell Mitchell and her daughter, Phyllis,
came out to the 6th green and got
them.
Although she said she suspected
the worse and refused to let herself
admit it, she wasn't told of her
father's death until they drove into
the driveway and she saw a white
wreath on the door.
"We were all amazed at mother's
strength through it all," she said.
"She was so strong and came
through it all with such serenity and
dignity. And in the years that followed,she was both father and mother to
each of us as we grew up. If anything,
the tragedy drew us even closer as a
family.
•.•
Funeral services for Wilson were
held two days later, on June 7, at the
First Baptist Church with its pastor,
Dr. H.C. Chiles, and Rev. W. E.
Mischke, Sr., pastor of the First
United Methodist Church, officiating.
Pallbearers were Grayson McClure, Bill Edwards, Gaylon Thurman, Jr., John Nanny, W.C. Elkins
and Phil Mitchell.
Sandra McClure, Grayson and
Aliene's daughter and a niece of
Wilson's, and Jerry Henry were to
have been married on June 7, the day
of the funeral, with her grandfather,
Stub's father, performing ,the
ceremony.
Marilyn was to have been one of
the bridesmaids. But this was all
postponed until two days later, and
the following Sunday the ceremony
was performed as originally planned
and with all the principals taking
part.
In next Tuesday's column, the last
of the series, we'll share with you
some of the memories a few of
Wilson's closest friends have of him
as seldom a day goes by in Murray
without someone remembering
something about him.

looking back
Ten years ago
Glen Puckett, 26, Rt. 1, Hardin,
drowned yesterday in Kentucky Lake
near Eggner's Ferry Bridge after being thrown out of a boat that accidently hit a pier.
The Murray City Council authorized the city members of the joint
Council-Fiscal Court Ambulance
Committee to proceed with plans to
negotiate with Angels of Mercy of
Paducah to operate an ambulance
service in Murray and Calloway
County.
Fisher-Price Toys Manufacturing
Plant will begin accepting employment applications on June 4.
Nancy Spann, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hal Spann, was crowned as
Sweetheart of Murray High School
Glee Club at a party on May 19 by
Sharon Moore, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Ray Moore, last year's•
sweetheart.
New officers of' Murray Education
Association are Peggy Brown, Sally
Crass and Lee Pinkston.

letters to the editor

MSU could name construction project after Hortin
To The Editor:
The Murray Ledger & Times
printed a special report concerning
the 50th anniversary of TVA on May
17, 1983. I appreciated reading this
historical account of events which led
to the eventual TVA development of
the Kentucky Dam project. A project
that was built due to the
perseverance and expertise of many
persons. It became a reality because
men with foresight dreamed, planned, and worked for ten years to make
it possible.

Publicity appreciated
To The Editor:
This letter is a response to the
series of articles you recently ran on
Spouse Abuse. I appreciate the
publicity you gave to this issue as
well as the accurate coverage of the
reporter, Ruth Ann Combs.
Rev. David Robinson and his wife,
Pat, have given a great deal of time
and effort toward establishing a
spouse abuse shelter in Calloway
County. There is a definite need for a
shelter here, and I would like to sec
this community support the Robinsons in their efforts.
Yours truly,
Billie Burton
Counselor/Instructor
Counseling and Testing Center
Murray State University

Throughout this report, Dr. L.J.
Hortin's name was given. He was
committed to obtaining this project
for our area and his dedication and
services in the LTVA Association
during that 10-year period should be
acknowledged. Dr. Hortin was
secretary-treasurer of LTVA
Association during 1928-1938 and a
member of the executive committee.
He is professor emeritus of Murray
State University and Ohio University
today.
Because, Dr. Hortin worked
faithfully for the building of a TVA
project in our area, we have Kentucky Dam and other structures.
These developments have resulted in
Kentucky and six surrounding states
having an available and plentiful
source of electrical power and
recreation facilities. Therefore Dr.
Hortin's work should not go
unrecognized.
If others feel the above statements
are true, Murray State University
could name its next construction project after this well-deserving
mersiber ofour community.
Charles Honey, staff writer, did an
article on May 16, 1983, about the Boy
Scout's Museum. In it, Mr. B.M.
Westberry, chairman of Murr
ay
State University Board of Regents'
buildings and grounds committee
was quoted as saying,..."the
next

priority for capital construction
funds for the university is the outdated industry and technology
building"....
It would be an appropriate tribute
to name the industry and technology
building after Dr. L.J. Hortin as one
of the few who remained directly involved during this 10-year period. He
contributed his services until legislation was passed and funding was appropriated for the TVA development
of Kentucky Dam. Thank You.
Sincerely yours,
Dottie McCuistod
Rt. 4
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
o the editor are welcomed and enouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-sisaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
•
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers:
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Twenty years ago
Mary Beth Bazzell, Marsha Hendon, Carolyn Murdock and Neddie
Mathis are Calloway County 4-H Club
Members attending the 1963 Regional
Resource Conference at Fontana
Village, N.C.,June 3-7.
Patricia Ann Overbey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey,
was named as Calloway Dairy
Princess.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Story, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Morgan Hill and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Oldham.
Ruby Taliaferro became a new
member of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star, according to June Crider, worthy
matron.
Mrs. Claude Steele has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Tressa Bell
of Washington, D.C.
Thirty years ago
Twenty members of the Hazel High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America will leave
tomorrow for a trip to the Gulf of
Mexico, according to Gerald L.
4
Coles, reporter.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston are in
New York this-weir c!ttending the
meeting of the American Medical
Association and American College of
Chest Physicians.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett of Columbus, Ohio, are the guests of Mrs.
Lovett's parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells.
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Murray women attend UDC district meet
CHOSEN — Timothy
Stark, three-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Stark, Rt. 2, was chosen
Tiny Mr. Paducah during
the Little Miss and Mr.
Paducah Pageant May 21
at Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. Each
contestant was judged on
beauty of the face, personality, sportswear (fit
and style), overall appearance, smile and
hairgrooming. Timothy
also was chosen overall
Mr. Photogenic. His
clothes were from Lad &
Lassie and Footprints of
Murray.
Photo by Carter Studio
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Oxford Shirts
Reg. 15.99

6.99

Tailored, button-down,
short sleeve shirts in
marvelous colors and
and
stripes. Cotton
polyester. Junior and
Misses.

Cheeno'sPants
Reg. 21.99 14.99
Our most popular pant,
Cheenos! 50% polyester,
50% cotton twill fabric with
classic straight legs, two
front pockets, button-back
pocket. New colors!

Eight members of the Children of the ConJ.N. Williams Chapter of federacy in Paducah and
the United Daughters of plans to attend the CCC
the Confederacy attended convention in Pee Wee
the Cradle of Jefferson Valley on June 4.
District meeting.
Mrs. Hill, division
This event was held at historian, told of the
the Executive Inn, restoration of the many
Paducah, on May 21, with old homes the Daughters
the Paducah Chapter as are concerned about.
host.
Mrs.. Cecil Shannon,
Mrs. Minerva Hill, division director of the
president of the Paducah Jefferson Davis
chapter, presided and Highway, reported on the
welcomed the more than many markers and their
50 members present upkeep.
representing the
Mrs. Livesay gave a
Paducah, Princeton and report on her activities
Murray chapters. She for this year. She discussalso led in the pledges to ed her trip to the National
the flags followed by the Convention in Richmond
ritual and a prayer by the and enumerated the
chaplain.
many other projects she
Mrs. John A. Livesay of gave assistance.
Murray, president of the
She talked about the inKentucky Division of the crease in membership,
UDC, was presented the the increase in the Maude
gavel and conducted the Nance Scholarship Fund
business session.
and the Transylvania
Reports were given by Scholarship Fund as well
the chapter presidents as securing scholarships
regarding their activities for the many outstanding
for the past year. They included many activities of
interest to the community
they represent.
Two division officers
and three division directors were present to give
their reports.
Mrs. Elizabeth McCarty, third vice president of
Kentucky Division,.
reported she has organized a new chapter of the

students through United
Daughters of the Confederacy established
scholarships available.
Mrs. Livesay spoke "of
the lack of history being
taught in the schools today, the efforts being
made to give the younger
generation a true
perspective of their
heritage and the pride
they should feel in their
forefathers."
The Murray woman announced the celebration
on June 5 at Fairview at
Jefferson Davis ,Monument.
She also said she had
been asked to be at
Statuary Hall in the
White House,
Washington, D.C., on
June 4 for a wreath laying
whre she was asked to lay
a wreath for both the
Kentucky Division and
the Governors wreath for
Kentucky, followed by a
luncheon in the Gold
Room of the Rayburn

Building.
Mrs. Livesay plans to
attend the events or send
a representative.
Each officer was
presented a corsage by
the Paducah chapter. A
luncheon was served.
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PRESIDING — Mrs. John J. Livesay, right, Murray, presided at district meeting of Cradle of Jefferson of United Daughters of the Confederacy at
Paducah. On the left is Mrs. Mary Ann Willis of
Princeton.

*NOTE*
CHILD'S PRICE
NOW $266
Ends Tonite.7.10, 9:05
FLASHDANCE( R
STARTS TOMORROW

Reg. 19.99 to 60.00
Breezy summer
dresses and sundresses, Misses
Juniors.

mall

CINE 1 & 2
7:20,9:05

NCO&NM
STILL 8=211.
central contor 753-3314
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5
AT MEETING 2- Mrs. Glen Hodges, left, and Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, right, both of Murray, are shown
at the district meeting of the Cradle of Jefferson of
UDC at Paducah.

Theodore Conner
Mason Forrest, son of
Capt. USN ( Ret.) and
Mrs. Gaylord T. Forrest
of 402 Chestnut St., Murray, received the Doctor
of Medicine Degree on
Sunday, May 15, from the
University of Louisville.
This was the 145th commencement at the
University of Louisville
School of Medicine.
Theodore Forrest
Dr. Forrest, born in
Providence, R.I., is a School and Vanderbilt
graduate of Murray High University, Nashville,
Tenn.
He is a grandson of the
late Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Macon Mason; and as.
such is a fourth generation Calloway County
physician.
Forrest will begin serving his tenure as a resident physician in internal
medicine at the University of Tennessee Center
for Health Sciences in
Memphis, Tenn., in late
June.

341

PETER KELEGHAN LYNDA SPECIALE
LINDA SHAYNE KENT DEUTERS
MILLENNIUM

Ends Tonite•7:00,9:15
BLUE THUNDER ( R
STARTS TOMORROW

RICHARD GERE in
BREATHLESS

First Feature
Repeated Fri. Sat.

chestnut et. 753-3314
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Don't Miss This Sale!!
off
1/
2
Pants
Boys Dress
Equestrian

Polo Shirts ‘,
Reg. 19.9912.99

Cuffed Shorts
Reg. to 17.99

8.99

Distinctive horse logo polo shirts with ribbed collar,
r-ttLie, and 3-button placket. $,M,L. Woven, cuffed
Shorts with front pockets and front Pleats. Misses and
Jur)or sizes.

Murray

753-7991
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Warm-ups
Girls Dresses
Infant Wear
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More Sale Racks Throughout The Store
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Large
Bar-B-Q Sandwich
t French Fries
$1 99
Special Geed do-3 More 6Open 7 Days A Weak
Convenient Drive-Up Window
Chestnut St. Al
75341045

lad ofg 4e

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
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ST. JOHN'S, Newfoundland(AP) — Television personality Art
Linkletter didn't let rain,
fog or chilly
temperatures dismay
him on his first visit to
this provincial capital.
Speaking to the Conference for Secretaries
and Administrative Personnel, he said: "Where
else could you wake in the
morning and see a glacier
in the ocean outside your
bedroom window?
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NEW YORK (AP) — A
wedding shouldn't cost
aw11111/11111iiiiiiing
more than you can afford,
LISTENING — Mrs. Jesse McNutt,left, and Mrs.
advises Barbara Tober, William Barker, right, both of Murray, listen to the
editor-in-chief of Brides program at the luncheon of the Cradle of Jefferson
magazine. One way to of UDC at Paducah.
keep costs down, she
says, is to start the plannOLDEST CITY
ing early. When money is
Mali's Jenne-jeno was recently discovered to be
a factor you'll have time West Africa's oldest city. It flourished hundreds of
to shop around and find years before cities were thought to exist in that part
the best prices or single of the continent. New excavations reveal it grew
package price.
from a small group of round mud huts around 250
B.C. into a cosmopolitan center of perhaps 10,000
people by A.D. 800, according to National
Geographic. By about A.D. 1400 it was mysteriously
abandoned.
DAILY MATINEES
Cheri Only
All Seats s2°°

ANTHONY
EAKINS in

Attending from Murray
were Mrs. Livesay, Mrs.
Inez Claxton, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
Jesse McNutt, Mrs. Glen
Hodges, Mrs. William
Barker, Dr. Mildred Hatcher and Dr. Halene H.
Visher.
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Two Murray women Ancestry of Americans includes many countries
at wives luncheon
Two Murray women have returned home after attending the annual Congressional Wives Luncheon
honoring the First Lady of the Land, Nancy
Reagan, at the ballroom of the Shoreham Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
They were Mrs. Frank Albert (Odessa) Stubblefield, widow of Congressman Stubblefield, and
her guest, Mrs. Mary Bell Overbey.
As a member, Mrs. Stubblefield is allowed to purchase three tickets for the special event. Her other
guest was Mrs. Tom C. Evans, the former Mary
Wells Overbey, daughter of Mary Bell Overbey and
Wells Overbey of Murray.
While in Washington the two Murray women were
houseguests of Lt. Col. and Mrs. Evans at their
home in Fairfax, Va.
At the luncheon celebrating the 75th anniversary
of the House and Senate, each of the 1,030 guests
was given three red rosebuds in a crystal vase.
Featured on the program was Ginger Rogers,
movie star, dancer and singer.
This is the second year in a row for the two Murray women to attend the Congressional Wives Luncheon honoring the wife of the president. Mrs. Stubblefield had not attended the luncheon until last
year since the death of her husband.
Mrs. Overbey said they were seated near the
First Lady and were able to say "hello" to Mrs.
Reagan, but a receiving line was not formed.

WASHINGTON (API —
Take equal parts of
English and Germans,
add a jigger of Irish and a
garnish of Africans, stir
in a soupcon of French, a
pinch of Italians and a
hearty dash of most other
nationalities and what do
you have? The recipe for
America.
This country may be
more a salad bowl than
the traditional melting
pot, judging by a Census
Bureau report issued on
the ancestry of
Americans.
Of more than 226
million people counted in
the 1980 census, more
than 118 million traced
their origins back to one
foreign nation, while
nearly 70 million more
listed multiple ancestry.
America's mother
country of England
predominated, with
49,598,035 people listing it
as their ethnic homeland.
That's 26.34 percent of

those who listed some
ancestry.
But Germany was a
close second, boasting
26.14 percent, or
49,224,146. A preliminary
1979 study had shown persons of German ancestry
as outnumbering the
English, but the final 1980
statistics reversed the
standings to give the
English a lead of just 0.2
percent.
Census director Bruce
L. Chapman noted that
the 50 million Americans
who trace their ancestry
to England is more than
the current population of
that country.
England, including
Wales, currently contains
just under 49 million people, according to the
British Embassy in
Washington. If
Americans of English
and Welsh ancestry are
added together the total
is 51,262,633.
The total of all
ancestral groups in the

Calloway High School Chamber singer featured
The Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers, under the direction of Lavaughn R.
Wells, have been selected
as one of the 10 choirs to
represent the _United
States of Anvil-Ca at the
12th Annual International
Youth and Music Festival
in Vienna, Austria, in July.
The Murray Ledger &

Times is eaturing an
autobiographical sketch
about each member of
the Chamber Singers to
allow readers to become

acquainted with the local
representatives to Vienna.
Andrea Gail Nesbitt,
15, daughter of Dwain
and Phyllis Nesbitt, will
be a junior at Calloway
County High School this
fall. She sings alto in the
Chamber Singers.
Miss Nesbitt attends
West Fork Baptist
Church and is a.member

study tops the nation's
population because many
people listed more than
one ancestry and thus
were counted in more
than one category.
Chapman noted that
the Irish, this nation's
third largest ethnic group
at 40,165,702, outnumber
the population of Ireland
by a dozen times.
Afro-Americans were
the nation's fourth
largest group with
20,964,729 people listing
themselves in this
category. That's 11.13
percent of Americans.
Following them were the
French at 12,892,246, or
6.85 percent.
The study showed that
for the most part the
largest nationality
groups were spread fairly
evenly over the country.
The Italians, however,
No. 6 on the list at
12,163,692, were concentrated in the Northeast.
Russians were also concentrated in that region,
and Norwegians and
Czechs gravitated to the
North Central states.
California, being most
populous of states, maintained the nation's
largest concentrations of
English, Germans, Irish,

French, Scots, Dutch,
Swedish, Danish and Portuguese.
New York had the
largest group of Italians,
Poles, Russians and
Hungarians. Pennsylvania was tops for the
Welsh, Ukrainians and
Slovaks. Minnesota ranked first in Norwegians
and Illinois in Czechs.

Singer Anita Bryant now in Alabama
SELMA, Ala. ( AP) — with him.
Singer Anita Bryant, now
"He's Mr. America,"
living quietly as a said Ms. Bryant, who
housewife and dress shop made military tours with
owner, recalled her days Hope from 1960 through
on the road with Bob 1966. Hope celebrated his
Hope, saying she came to 80th birthday Sunday,
love the comedian after prompting Ms. Bryant to
spending seven reminisce about their
Christmases performing years together.

youngest mother; Patsy
Carrico, newest mother;
Pauline Jones, oldest
mother; and Goldie
Smith, most children.
Members present were
Debbie Pardue, Brenda
Jones, Debbie Woods,
Patsy Carrico, Joyce
Ntumally, Laurie Rollins,
Debbie Miller, Jo Ann
Mathis, Kristi Washam,
Beth Adams, Mary Ann
Barrow, Wanda Miles,
Debbie Villaflor, Donna
Maynard and Kathy
Wrye.
Eighteen guests also
were pesent.

"Buy One Pair At Regular Price And Get Second Pair Of Equal Value Or Less Free"

All Spring Suits 1/2 Off

20% OFF

Famous Brands
*Shorts
*Blouses
*Jeans
*Shirts
*Skirts
*Tops
*Socks
•Swimwear
*Short Sets
*All Coordinated
•Swimwear
Sportswear

From Our Cosmetic Counter...
Just Arrived White Shoulders - Perfume - Cologne, Body
Powder or Lotion, Youth; Beauty Bath or Luxury Soap.

For Men-Baron Cologne or After Shave

Come In For FREE
Testers!

*Wooden Ducks
•Cross Stitched
•Weather Vanes

•

Andrea Gail Nesbitt
of Calloway County High
School Pep Club.
She has participated in
the Kentucky Music
Education Association
Solo and Ensemble Contest, the Columbia Blues
vocal jazz ensemble and
First District Chorus. She
also has played a lead
role in the Yuletide Songe
Feaste Madrigal Dinner.
The singer's hobbies include horseback riding,
reading and singing.

1Us Wad Raapbevui
On The Court Square

- Murray

JONES
LANDSCAPING
•GREINHOUSE.

The Xi Alpha Delta Murray.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Members and their
Phi held its annual mothers and daughters
Mother-Daughter Ban- were served a salad supquet on Thursday, May per.
12, at the University
Special awards were
Branch of the Bank of given to Kristi Washam,

For Father's Day

•DESIGNS

753-0859

will continually offer the best prices in
town for quality name brand children's
clothing.

•Hybrid Tea Roses
In Plantable Containers
<limbers gi Tree Roses
Also In Stock:
Morigolds•Petvnins•
Gerottivms•Impotions•
Begonias•Colevs•Salvia
Cfroskissess s hu.surosss
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Your individual Horoscope
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 erA
You're forthright in opinion,
but you'll need tact today
Others will retaliate in secret

Frances Drake=
ways if offended Hold ',Our
tongue.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201
It's best if you work on your

FACTORY DISCOUNT
Open Sunday 1-6
SHOES forWeyouroreshopping
convenience.

Wool*NrstroWNII
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$16•95

MEN'S WESTERN
BOOTS sizes '
61 2-13
ACME, TEXAS, DURANGO

$36.95
Acme Dingo

$9.95

$38.95
MEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

Just Arrived
Candies, Bass, Jordache,
Mushrooms, Browsabouts,
Air Step and many more.

$28.95

KANGAROO
S. PONY LEATHER

4*
04'MEN'S DRESS &
Men's & Women's *4.
CASUAL SHOES
Forrest Hill
Tennis Shoes

$14-$16-$18

35•00

by Pony $

WOMEN'S

8" LEATHER

WORK BOOTS $25

TENNIS SHOES

$27.95

WORK BOOTS
$3495

KANGAROO LEATHER

16th and Main
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

n40-

YOU BORN TODAY are
clever and can get by on your
wits. You tend to fritter away
your energy until you find a
niche you feel comfortable
with. You need definite
responsibilities to bring out
the best in you.

753-9419
Sun. 1-6

CRASS FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd

Mr. and Mrs. Tom J.
Meadows of Providence
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Clara Faye, to
Daniel Ray Craig, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. Harold
C. Craig of Union City,
Tenn.
The bride -elect
graduated from Murray
State University in
December 1982 with a
Bachelor of Business Administration. She is
employed at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Craig's paternal
grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis W. Craig
of Hazel.
The groom-elect is a
student at Murray State
University majoring in
music. He is employed as
choir director and youth
leader at the First United
Methodist Church, Benton.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
June 11, at the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray.
After their wedding the
couple plans to reside in
Murray.

•

DATEBOOK
tomatoes, five varieties of pepper plants, three
varieties of lettuce, a few different herbs and
flowering plants for the garden. Also available are
Valiants and Rutgers tomatoes at half prict
through Saturday. The greenhouse also is open
from 10 a.m. to noon on Tuesday and 1 to 3 p.m. on
Thursday.

Plant sale Saturday
The Senior Citizens Greenhouse, located behind
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach
Streets, will have a plant sale Saturday, June 4,
from 8 a.m. to noon. A small but nice selection of
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage and brussels sprouts
are still available at /
1
2 price, according to Kathie
Gentry who may be called at 759-1991 for information.
Other garden plants include eight varieties of

Unity event Sunday
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located
off Highway 80, six miles east of Hardin, will have
its annual homecoming on Sunday, June 5. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. with worship at 11 a.m.
with the Rev. Robert Truitt as speaker. A basket
lunch will be served at noon followed by a gospel
singing featuring Visions Quartet.

A Complete Interior
Decorating Center

Bible school scheduled

Court Square
Antiques
& Interiors

Coldwater Church of Christ will have a Vacation
Bible School starting Monday, June 6, and continuing through Friday, June 10. Classes for all ages including adults will start at 7:30 p.m., according to
Leslie Douglas, director of the school, who invites
the public to attend.

753-3621

AND

*Gifts
•Quitts
•Pillows
*Dolls
*Baskets
*Much More

• 'Welcome

PRESENT

THE LARGEST WATERBED SALE
TO EVER BE HELD IN THIS AREA

Coldwater Baptist Church will have a Vacation
Bible School startingzMonday, June 6, and continuing through Friday, June 10, with classes to be from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each evening. The Rev. Terry Sills,
superintendent of missions of Blood River Baptist
Association, will teach a class for the adults along
with classes for all ages, according to the pastor,
the Rev. Dallas Carpenter.

Lodge plans meeting
June Special

off

20 Lo;isyilo.
ce;

Church plans homecoming

20 Piece Starter Set
Regularly $140.00 Now Only $112"
Draperies And Wallcoverings
By Nettie Creek, Norman Of Sausbury
And Clarence House

RIVER CITY WATERBEDS AND CRASS
FURNITURE WILL OFFER 10 COMPLETE
WATERBEDS FOR UNDER $399" AN
ADDITIONAL 5 COMPLETE WATERBEDS WILL
BE PRICES UNDER $49900.THESE PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST YOU'LL FIND ANYWHERE IN THIS
AREA.

Bible classes planned

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Saturday, June 4, at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall. A potluck meal will be served at 6:30
p.m.
Work will be in the Master Mason Degree. Past
Masters Night will be observed, according to
Stanley Scott, master of the lodge, who invites all
Master Masong to attend.

In Stock or Special Order

Downtown On The Square

753-7499

Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church will
have its annual homecoming on Sunday, June 5,
with the Rev. Roscoe Feagin to be the speaker at
the 11 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and a basket dinner will be served at 12:30 p.m. A
short business meeting concerning the church
cemetery will be at 1:15 p.m. followed by a gospel
singing at 1:30 p.m.

WAS NOW
114 CARAT

8450

$269

099
$700
1/2 CARAT
1 FULL CARAT _81,200 8699

21995

BOOKCASE HEADBOARD
MATTRESS WITH 17 YR. WARRANTY
LINER-HEATER-PEDESTAL & DECK
ALL FOR ONLY
DUE TO THESE LOW PRICES ALL SALES ARE CASH & CARRY

fp-

'

Clara Faye Meadows
to marry Daniel Ray Craig

LOUISVILLE
STONEWARE

RIVER CITY WATERBEDS

•-

•

Meadows-Craig wedding scheduled

own regarding a financial
matter. Social life isn't
especially favored. A friend
could be troublesome.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
You're in an independent
mood, but you'll need to handle superiors carefully.
Downplay ego in your dealings
with others.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
The unfair tactics of another
could cause you to cry "foul."
Pursue your own interests
quietly. Don't make waves today.
LEO
t. July 23 to Aug. 221 41244tk
Arguments could arise with
a friend, especially over financial matters. Safeguard credit
and avoid risks with capital.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Some close ties may have
reservations about a career
move of yours. Accent
cooperation with a loved one.
Make compromises.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I —
You're anxious to take a
trip, but there may be some
loose ends at work to deal with
first. Be protective of health.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
You'll need to guard against
risky financial moves. Questions of intimacy may trouble
romantic partners.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 4
0.
Singles may meet with objections from a family
member regarding a romantic
interest. Try not to raise controversial issues.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You want to make headway
with a work project, but could
be short-tempered with
others. Don't drive away support you need.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Romance is on your agenda.
You're inclined to be immoderate with spending, and
you may face problems with
independent children.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Don't start a family argument or it will go on and on for
most of the day. Others aren't
amenable to compromises.

nPtii

Ladies Jordache
Dock Shoes
SUMMER
SHOES

FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 3, 1903

011

Men's Pony Leather and Nylon
All Surface Tennis Shoes $26.95

NEW SHIPMENT
LADIES

..0011

. June 2, l483
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What kind of day will tumorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
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ON ALL OUR MEN'S
DIAMOND
CLUSTERS AND
SOLITAIRES TILL
FATHERS DAY!
E-Z TERMS-UP TO
10 MONTHS TO
PAY
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Community events listed
Thursday,June 2
Saturday,June 4
Murray Women of to 3 p.m. at Empir
e
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. Farm; Special Populaat lodge hall.
tions Fishing Tournament from 9 to 11 a.m. at
Make Today Count will Devi
l's Elbow;
meet at 7 p.m. at First Cosmo
s:The Voyage to
Christian Church.
the Stars at noon at
Parents Anonymous Golden Pond Visitor
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For Center; Spinning
information call 759-1087 workshop from 1 to 4 p.m.
or 753-6089, anytime, 753- at The Homeplace-1850;
4126, evenings, and 762- Wildlife Viewing from 6
to 8 p.m. at Woodlands
2963, days.
Nature Center.
Junior Golf will start at
Murray Star Chapter
9 a.m. at Murray Country
Club will Col. John Prit- No. 433 Order of the
chard, Al Jones and Judy Eastern Star will observe
Friendship Night starting
Muehleman in charge.
with a potluck supper at
Events at Murray- 6:30 p.m. at the lodge
Calloway County Jaycee hall.
Fair will include 4-H and
Sunday,June 5
FFA Dairy Show at 6
Coles Camp Ground
p.m. and Dune Buggy
United Me‘hodist Church
Sand Drags at 7 p.m.
will have homecoming
Calloway Athletic events with lunch to be
Boosters will meet at 7 served at 12:30 p.m.
p.m. in library of
Hilltop Baptist Church
Calloway County High
will have homecoming
School.
events.
Friday,June 3
Hazel and Douglas
Unity Cumberland
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Presbyterian Church will
tivities by Senior observe homecoming.
Citizens.
Auditions for second
Mothers Morning Out main stage production,
will be at 9 a.m. at First "Cheaper by the Dozen,"
by Community Theatre
Christian Church.
will be at 2 p.m. at
Greater Paducah Area Playhouse in the MurrayChapter of Parents Calloway County Park.
Without Partners will
Events in Land Betmeet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion ween the Lakes will inBuilding, Legion Drive, clude Ticks at 2 p.m. at
Paducah. For informa- Woodlands Nature
Center; Bee Keeping
tion call 753-4951.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at EmTwilight golf with Dave pire Farm; Gospel Sing
and Vee Severns as at 2 p.m. at The
chairmen will be at 5:30 Homeplace-1850.
p.m. at Murray Country
Club.
Events at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fair will include Horse
Show at 7 p.m.
Workshop on "Making
Color Work For You" will
be at 7 p.m. at Calloway
WASHINGTON(AP)—
County Public Library.
Doc
tors have
For information call 753photographic evidence
2288.
that even a fetus in the
Events in Land Bet- womb has a private sex
ween the Lakes will in- life, says a sexual researclude Composting from 2 cher.
Sexuality and functionto 3 p.m. at Empire Farm
ing
sex organs appear to
and Night Visual at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands be present even before
birth and in the absence
Nature Center.
of a mature reproductive
Saturday,June 4
system, Dr. Mary S.
Temple Hill Lodge No. Calderone told an
inter276 Free and Accepted national sexo
logy
Masons will have a meeting.
potluck meal at 6:30 p.m.
Ultrasound pictures of
followed by meeting at male fetuses in the
womb
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
show that they regularly
have erections of their
Square and round danc- tiny sex organs, an
ining will be at 7:30 p.m. at dication that sexual
ity is
Woodmen of the World present in children
even
Hall.
before birth,she said.
The researcher said the
Alcoholics Anonymous pictures show that the
and Alanon will meet at 8 sexual response syste
m
p.m. in western portion of of humans is as natura
l
Livestock and Exposition as breathing or walki
ng.
Center.
Therefore, she said,
parents should not try to
Senior Citizens suppress the sexual
exGreenhouse will have a pression of their childr
en.
plant sale from 8 a.m. to
Ms. Calderone, an
noon.
author and adjunct professor in the New York
Westside Baptist University Human SexChurch will have a chur- uality Program,
said
chwide picnic at Colum- parents should
refrain
bus Belmont State Park. from stopping
children
from exploring their sex
"Superday 83" with organs and the feelin
gs
special activities planned that subsequently
arise
will be at Lake Barkley because this could
hurt
State Resort Park. For the child in later life.
information call 1-924"If you stop a child
1171, extension 191.
from learning to walk,
you will cripple the
Events at Murray- child," she said in
an inCalloway County Jaycee terview. "If you stop
a
Fair will include Horse child from talkin
g, it
and Mille Pulling Con- starts stuttering.
tests at 8 a.m., Kiddies
"The same holds true
Day from noon to 6 p.m., for sexuality," she
conMotorcycle Races at 5 tinued. "If you stop
a
p.m. and Family Night child from expressing
it,
from 6 to 10 p.m.
he will stumble. Much of
the sexual 'stuttering' we
"Diabetic Ad- see in adults probably
vancements and You" began with early suppreswill be workshop for sion."
diabetics and their
Ms. Calderone said
families from 8:15 a.m. to parents should accep
t
2 p.m. in third floor childhood sexuality as
a
classroom of Murray- part of being huma and,
n
Calloway County rather than deny it,
Hospital.
should teach children the
proper time and cirWorkshops on "Making cumstances for expressColor Work For You" will ing it.
be at 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
"Rather than teaching
and on "Dress For Suc- a child that sexuality is
cess" at 2 p.m. at wrong," she continued,
Calloway Public Library. "parents should teach
responsibility,such as expressing it in private and
not exploiting others or
being exploited."

Children in United States say need better sex education at
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Children in the United
States think they need
better sex education at an
earlier age to cope with
the increasing problems
of earlier physical and
sexual maturity, says an
international study.
Australian researchers
said that a survey of sexual perceptions among
youth in five countries indicates that children in
the United States and
Canada show a disturbing
"retardation in sexual

thinking" compared with
those in other countries.
Children in North
America demonstrated
they were about three
years behind their
Swedish peers in their
level of sexual thinking,
and a year behind their
Australian and British
contemporaries, said the
study.
Dr. Ronald Goldman, a
child psychologist at La
Trobe University in Bunand his wife

sociologist, told an international meeting that
what children think about
sexuality is rarely considered in the debates
about sex education.
However, in interviews
children say they see a
need for sex education
starting in elementary
school instead of later
grades so that they can
prepare themselves for
the physical and social
changes of puberty, the
researchers told the Sixth

ology.
"The study shows that
children have a much better capacity to understand sexual information
at an earlier age than
many believe," Goldman
said in an interview,"and
it shows that they want
better information."
A particularly disturbing finding, said
Goldman, was that while
American children were
generally more advanced
in social development
than those of the other

countries, they had less
reliable sexual information with which to work.
"In terms of dating and
early sexual activity, the
North American children
sampled appear comparatively to be both
socially precocious and
sexually ignorant," said
the study, "a combination guaranteed to provide social and sexual difficulties."
Goldman said
American teen-age girls
showed the most confu-

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good placesi
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for!
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's whaf
my vfSit is all abolit — and It's free
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostesses
ingeborg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570

•

early age

sion and ignorance about
sex, particularly in areas
such as birth control, con,
ception, venereal disease
and menstruation.

SALT LAKE
Utah's Great Salt Lake
was once 10 times larger.
The outline of the older,
fresh lake is still visible
on the mountain sides
above the present lake's
basin.

Aurora,Ky.

Sullivan's offers high quality for less
The name on the front of the
former National Store building,
located at 408 Main St., may sound
unfamiliar to area shoppers. But a
glance at the inside of Sullivan's
Brand Names For Less assures
long-time National Store shoppers
that the name and the prices of the
store's merchandise are the only
two things that have changed.
Sullivan's offers the same high
quality merchandise that shopper's are accustomed to finding at
the National Store but at a
Sullivan's Brand Names For Less
price.
To live up to its names, every
item in the store is discounted by
20 percent when the customer
makes a purchase with the exception of those items already on sale.
Store manager Barry Young
says National Store Corporation
made the change to aid economic
recovery in the area. He adds that
although there are several
Sullivan's stores in the National
Store Corporation, only two, Murray and Owensboro, are "brand
names for less" stores.
NEW NAME — The name on the front of the National Store building may seem
The change, which was anunfamiliar to most shoppers but Sullivan's Brand Names For Less offers
the nounced the week of May 9, added
same quality merchandise at a 20 percent discount Sullivan's is located at 408 another
page in the history of the
Main St., between Littleton's and Wallis Drug.
408 Main St. location.
Although exact dates are not
know, Young believes the store

was started in the late 1800s by
N.T. Hale and son. It was later
bought by Crawford Gatlin and
sometime in the early 1930s the
store became the National Store.
Young says when the National
Store was first established, its
main product line was work
clothing. Since then National
Store, and now Sullivan's, has
worked toward becoming a
family-oriented clothing store, offering baby, children and adult
items, as well as some small gift
merchandise.
Brand names offered at the
Sullivan-discounted price include
Nike,DeeCee and Levi.
Young explains that since the
store is now offering at least 20
percent off of all merchandise,
that there is no longer a charge
service available. He says accounts of National Store
customers who maintained a
charge account at the Murray
store have been transferred to the
Paris, Tenn., National Store.

Bank of Murray
Full Service Bank
/0/ S. 4th, 753-1893

Court Square Antiques
Quilts, Primitives, Glassware
116 S. 5th, 753-7499

Murray Supply Co.
Hardware and Plumbing
208 E. Main, 753-3361
,

,
Thurman Furniture
Complete Home Furnishings
208E. Main, 753-4834

Beale Hardware
Complete Hardware
214 Main, 753-1543

Graham & Jackson
Men's Clothing and Furnishings
414 Main, 753-3234

National Store
Department Store
408 Main, 753-3614

Twin Lakes Office Products
Office Supplies and Furniture
5127ifain, 753-0123

Blackford House Gallery
Prints and Frame Shop
418 Main, 753-8301

Holland Drugs
.
Prescriptions, Medical Supplies
109S. 4th, 753-1462

Pagliai's Pizza
Italian Restaurant(Delivery)
510 Main, 753-2975

Wallis Drug Co.
Prescription Service
412 Main, 753-1272

Home Federal Savings
& Loan Assn.
1201 Main. 759-1630

Parker Ford
Auto Sales and Service
710 Main, 753-5273

Ward-Elkins
Home Appliances,Sales & Service
411 Maple. 753-1713

Bright's
Women's Apparel
110S. 5th, 753-6258

Lerman's
Department Store
100S. 5th, 753-1247

Parker's Food Market
Complete Supermarket
210S. 5th, 753-5825

Winchester Printing Services
Complete Printing Services
102 N. 4th. 7534397

Carter Studio
Creative Photography
300 Main, 7534298

Littleton's
Women's Apparel
404 Main, 753-4623

Peoples Bank
Full Service Banking
504 Main, 7534231

Corn-Austin Co.
Men's and Women's Apparel
402Main, 753-2472
.

Mademoiselle
Women's Apparel
111S. 4th, 753-3882

Purdom's Inc.
Furniture, Westinghouse
Appliances
202S.5th, 753-4872

Murray Appliance
General Electric Appliances
21.2E. Main. 753-1586
4.

Settle-Workman Co.
Department Store
306 Main. 753-2447

—4
Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners
605 Main 753-2552

The Wild Raspberry
Arts and Crafts Supplies
416 Main, 753-0859

1
----'

v

4

WN13S-WAAW
AM 8r FM Radio
118S. 5th, 759-1300
S.
WSJP
AM Country & Western Radio
1500 Diuguid Drive, 753-2400
#
Kirby Sales& Service
Vacuum Sales & Repair
WI Maple, 759-4801
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Bain wins Hart Invitational again
,

They're beginning to
look around for someone
to beat Mary Bain in the
ladies' George Hart
Memorial Golf Tournament at the Murray Country Club.
The Essex, Mo.. lady,
who plays her golf out of
both the Sikeston, Mo.,
and the Murray Oaks
country clubs, made it

two in a row yesterday
with an even par 75 to win
the prestigeous event for
the fourth time.
As expected her closest
competitors were two
young college golfers —
Sandy McGinty of
Mayfield and Velvet
Jones of the host club —
both of whom posted twoover-par 77s.

WINNING CLUB — Murray Country Club posted
the four best aggregate scores in Wednesday's Hart
Invitational Ladies Golf Tournament to win the
Dorothy Holland club team award. Pasting the best
scores were (from left) Velvet Jones, Carol Hibbard, Frances HaLse and Mary Bogard.

Both Bain and Jones
made the turn with twoover-par 40s, while
McGinty was one stroke
back. Bain had carded
bogeys on the 2nd, 3rd,
6th and 8th holes, threeputting the 3rd, but chip•ped in on the 7th for a birdie and grabbed another
at the 9th to make the
turn two over.
Jones, playing steadily,
had seven pars and two
bogeys — on the 4th and
7th — for hers.
McGinty had trouble
getting started, posting
bogeys on the 1st, 2nd and
4th holes before getting
her first of three birdies
for the day at the 5th but
another bogey at the 7th
sent her around the turn
in three-over-par 41.
Only two strokes
separated all three on the
2,805-yard back nine.
Bain and Jones each
started the 37-par back
nine with bogey 5s on the
298-yard 10th which
enabled McGinty to pull
even with them when she
parred the hole.
Both Bain and McGinty
parred the 125-yard 11th,
but Jones dropped one
back with her second consecutive bogey.
At the 260-yard 12th,
McGinty went one stroke
in front with a birdie,. but
this was short-lived as
both Bain and Jones birdied the 305-yard 13th.
At this point, Bain and
McGinty were tied and
Jones one stroke back.
On the 440-yard, 5-par
14th, Bain went one
stroke in front with a birdie, while Jones, also
with a birdie, pulled even
with McGinty, who parred the hole.
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• BEALE HARDWARE
•

On the 402-yard 15th,
also a 5-par hole for the
ladies, all three posted
birdies, and moments
later Bain picked up
another stroke with a par
5 on the 460-yard 16th
while both the younger
ladies were posting
bogeys.
Jones, a 1983 Murray
High golfer who will be
playing for the University
of Alabama this fall,
made a run at the
Missourian with a birdie 2
on the 155-yard 17th, but
went one over par on the
365.yard 18th for an evenpar 37 to finish two
strokes back.
McGinty, a junior on
the Stephens College golf
team at Columbia, Mo.,
posted pars on the last
two holes as did Bain to
finish also with a oneunder-par 36 but still two
strokes back of the winner.
This was the second
tournament in which
Bain has played and won
this year. Two weeks ago
she won the Kennett, Mo.,
ladies' tournament with a
79. This coming weekend,
she will play in a couples
tournament at Cape
Girardeau, Mo., with her
husband, Mack, as her
partner, and it will be her,
last tournament for
several weeks. She is
scheduled for surgery on
June 10.
Her game has been
plagued by back problems since she was injured four years ago
when her car was hit by a
semi-trailer truck.
Second place went to
Jones after her scorecard
was matched with that of
McGinty. She had a par 5
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FLIGHT WINNERS — Mary Bain (second from left) accepts the championship cup from Lochie Hart for winning Wednesday's George Hart Invitational
Ladies Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club. The other flight winners included (far left) Carol Hibbard,first flight; Madelyn Lamb (third from left), second flight; and Virginia Schwettrnan (right),third flight.
championship flight, 19 in team, were Velvet Jones,
the first, 22 in the second Frances Hulse, Mary
and 26 in the third.
Bogard and Carol HibThe Dorothy Holland bard.
team trophy, given each
Making up the Oaks
year by Murray jeweler
team
were Carlyn
Alfred Lindsey in
memory of his aunt, who Caldwell, Wanda Brown,
was an active member of Mary Bain and Vicki
the club, to the four ladies Nance.
from the same club' A high point of the day
posting the lowest ag- was Billie Cohoon's 50gregate score, went this yard chip-in for a par 4 on
year to the host club's the 315-yard 6th hole.
team.
Cohoon is a member of
Finishing with 342 the Murray club.
strokes, four strokes in
This year's tournament
front of the Murray Oaks was directed by Mary

LITTLE LEAGUE
Jon Muehleman
became the first Murray
Little Leaguer to hit two
game-winning RBIs this
season when he drove in a
run in the fifth inning of
Druthers' 11-9 victory
over DeVantis, Tuesday.
In other Tuesday action,
D&W picked up its first
win by knocking off FOP,
10-8, and in Wednesday's
games, Pagliai's trimm-

ed Flay-O-Rich, 6-3, and
Hutson upset 1890's, 11-1.
Muehleman's RBI
single sparked a 6-run
comeback for Druthers
when the team was trailing 8-5. The victory wiped
out the effectiveness of
Trevor Knight's bat after
he had gone 3-for-4 scoring twice and driving in a
run for DeVantis.
Greg Lassiter pitched
D&W's first win and

%comers

A true, sincere THANKS to the
1,271 citizens that voted for me in
the City Council election.
My congratulations to the
winners.
Colonel(Ret.)
Johnnie R. Prichard

SPRING
CLEARANCE

Case knives

Merchandise

vie

Wells

OD j.g. LACOSTE

Beale Hardware is one of West Kentucky's oldest and most
established hardware stores and this sale is one of the biggest in our 86 year history. Just our way of saying

THANK YOU!

UP TO

ALL SALES CASH, ALL SALES FINAL, NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS
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FREE

BENTWOOD ROCKER TO
BE GIVEN AWAY.

40%

OFF On Selected Baguets

ALSO FEATURING
Name Brand Tennis Shoes Tretorn-Fred Perry
Etonics- & Foot Joys
New Summer
Rates On Air Cond.
Indoor Courts
$6.00/Hour
Effectiv• Memorial Day

Kenlake Tennis
Cente
r
Aurora
At
Hwy. 94

The 17 ladies playing in
the championship flight
and their scores were:
Mary Bain
Velvet Jones
Sandy McGinty
Harnett Drush
Wanda Brown
Carolyn Cakhvell
Virginia Davis
Ruby Bennett
Mary Bogard
Frances Hulse
Jan Bagwell
Barbara Johnson
Betty Jo Purdom
Sandy Weintraub
Jerlene Sullivan
Betty Lowry
Vicki Nance
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74-4110

40-35-75
40-37-77
41-36-77
44-42-16
45-43-66
4840-IM
4543-88
4345-811
46-43-19
4544-89
4744-91
46-15-91
51-41-92
4844-92
4746-95
4746-95
5045-90

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Heath Wall hit a pair of
doubles and Joey Bazzell
helped him with the
mound duties as the duo
pitched Crouse to a 16-3
win over Artcraft
Wednesday. Benji
Whitaker hit three singles
in the losing effort.
ACT defeated
Dennison-Hunt, 9-5, in the
second Kentucky League
game Wednesday. Brian
Smith led the winning hitters with three hits, including a triple, and Ed
Chapman added a double
and two singles. Sean
Kelly had a double for
ACT.
Mike Lovett had a pair
of hits and Johnny Hudson tagged a triple in the
loss.

Foul tip record
leads to player's
pleading letter
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Rookie Dann Bilardello,
who rivaled a Busch
Stadium record by fouling off a succession of pitches Wednesday night,
afterward pondered the
cost to the home club.
So concerned was the
Cincinnati Reds catche'r
that he sent a hastily
written message to the office of St. Louis Cardinals
Manager Whitey Herzog.
Upon reading its contents, the St. Louis pilot.
chuckled.
"Dear Whitey. Please
don't send me a bill for
the balls. I don't make.
that much money," the
note from Bilardello said.
"If that sonofagun had
walked, he'd have earned
it," an amused Herzog
said."He fouled off 11 pit-

ehet.—

r

Judy

received backup help runs, but Lance Balmer
from Andy Rickman's 2- countered with two RBI
for -2 batting per- on two hits and James
formance.
Payne cracked his third
Jeff Harvey stroked homer of the
year for
Lassiter twice in three Pagliais.
times up, driving in one
Hutson's Kevin Turner
run for the losers.
threw five strikeouts to
Pagliai's closed the gap 1890's and handed
the
on league-leader, 1890's, previously
undefeated
when the pizza makers squad its first
loss of the
shut down Flav-O-Rich. year. Pagliais
and 1890's
Tim Armstrong scored now sport
4-1 records.
all three of the loser's
Robbie Danner went 2for-3 for Hutson, as did
Turner, and the pair
drove in two runs apiece.
Tod Seargent and John
Wuest each went 2-for-3
for 1890's.

Fes
tellers

sOS

Bogard and
Latimer.

Summer Baseball Roundup
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OFF
ENTIRE STOCK
OF MERCHANDISE

Fence Wire

to McGinty's bogey 5 on
the first hole.
Low net in the championship flight went to
McGinty, who playing
with a 2 handicap, had a
net score of 75. Second
low net went to Harriet
Drush, Jackson, Mo., a
past winner of the Hart
tournament, with 76.
In the first flight, Carol
Hibbard, a member of the
Murray club but now living in Knoxville, Tenn.,
was the winner with 87.
Second place was won by
Venela Sexton, also of the
Murray club, with an 89.
Low net in the flight
went to Toni Hopson,
Murray, and Wanda
Mullinax of Paducah was
second with 92.
Madelyn Lamb of the
host club was the second
flight winner with 93, two
strokes in front of Ella
LaVallie of Paris, Tenn.
Low net in the flight went
to Betty Owens of Paris,
while Chris Umbach, also
of Paris, was second.
In the third flight,
Virginia Schwettrnan of
the Murray club, came
away the winner with 101,
a single stroke in front of
Sally Carpenter of Paris.
Low net in the flight
went to Vee Severns with
Euldene Robinson taking
second. Both ate
members of the Murray
club.
Eighty-four ladies
played in the tournament
in perfect weather.
Seventeen were in the
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to win a singles title for
the United States is Chris
Evert Lloyd who knocked
off fellow American Andrea Jaeger today, 6-3, 6Lloyd, favored to win
her fifth French title,
earned a place in Saturday's $70,000 final in the

most prestigious clay
court tournament in the
world. In today's other
women's semifinal,
unseeded Jo Dune of Britain took on Yugoslavia's
Mima Jausovec, the 1977
champion here, who also
is unseeded this year.
McEnroe, the last of 27

American men who
entered this $1.3 million
tournament, was
humiliated Wednesday
by 18-year-old Swede
Mats Wilander, the defending champion. Wilander
posted a 1-6, 6-2, 6-4, 6-0
quarterfinal upset over
McEnroe, who dropped 23

115-108 Tuesday night in $1.1 million has been
the fourth and final game fulfilled and his agent,
of the NBA championship Tom Collins, has said he
will ask a two-year conseries.
The 7-foot-2 center has tract calling for $2 million
led the Lakers to a pair of annually. That would be
NBA championships in close to the amount earnthe past four years. But in ed by Malone, who signed
the finals this year, he a six-year contract with
was overshadowed by the 76ers before the 1982Moses Malone as the 83 season.
76ers swept the series.
Abdul-Jabbar scored 28
"Of course I would like points Tuesday night. He
to be back," said Abdul- is the third-leading scorer
Jabbar, a UCLA All- in NBA playoff history,
American who has been a behind Jerry West and
MISSION,Kan.(AP)- in an NBC-TV contract standout during his 14 John Havlicek. In
The NCAA is putting separate from the seasons in the NBA. "But regular-season play, he
trails only Wilt
together a contingency NCAA's agreement with who knows?"
football television plan ABC and CBS.
His contract calling for Chamberlain in scoring.
subject to court approval
and may convene a
special meeting of the top
football schools in an attempt to end the two-year
struggle over football
AUTO
television controls, The
LAUNDRY
•
Associated Press has
learned.
"The Professional Touch"
The NCAA plan would
Closed
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday 8 Sat.
be in competition with
Sunday
plans the College Foot7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.t
ball Association is expected to unveil at its convention in Dallas this
weekend.
Many observers
. Wednesday's Games
Thirsday's Games
Major League Baseball
believe there may be a
Chicago 8, Boston 3
Pittsburgh Rhoden 2-41 at Chicago
AMERICAN LEAGUE
national referendum
Cleveland 5,Seattle 2
( Trout 3-6 )
EAST DIVISION
Detroit 3,Toronto 1
Philadelphia I Denny 4-3) at San
W L Pct. GB
among colleges to deterCalifornia
0
New
York
3,
Diego iDravecky 7-3)
20
_565
26
Toronto
mine which group should Boston
Oakland 7, Milwaukee 5
St. Louis (Forsch 3-3) at Atlanta
26 21
553
Baltimore 6, Minnesota 3
Falcone 2-1), In)
)),
26 21 .553
administer television New York
Texas
7,
Kansas
City
4
Montreal (Lea 3-0 at San Francisco
)))5
27 22 .551
controls-the NCAA,the Baltimore
Thursday's Games
(McGaffigan 2-51,( n )
23 22 .511 2.1
Milwaukee
Toronto Leal 4-3) at Detroit I Wilcox
New York Torre:24)at Los Angeles
500 3
23 23
CFA or possibly a coali- Detroit
( Valenzuela 6-2), n
468 4k). 5-51
25
tion of top gridiron Cleveland WEST22DIVISION
Oakland ( Codiroli 4-3 at Milwaukee
Only games scheduled
( Caldwell 4-4)
Friday's Games
27 21 .563
California
powers.
Seattle I B. Stoddard, 4-51 at
Pittsburgh at Chicago
21 21 .500 3
City
The coalition, which Kansas
(Sutcliffe
5-2),
n
)
Houston
at
3),
Cleveland
Cincinnati,
(n)
23 24 .499
Texas
California I Zahn 5-0 at New York
SL LOWS at Atlanta,(n)
23 25 .479 4
has been discussed, could Oakland
Philadelphia at San Diego, In)
21 25 .457 5 t Righetti 7-2), n
include the Big Ten and Chicago
Montreal at San Francisco,(n)
22 29 .431 VI Kansas City iGura 4-6) at Chicago
Minnesota
Dotson
S-5),Ini
New York at Los Angeles,(n
8.,
31
.392
20
Pac-10 conferences, Seattle
Only games scheduled
which are not aligned
Friday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland,( n
with the 60-member CFA,
Toronto at Baltimore,(n)
The NCAA outlined its
Seattle at New York, in
California at Milwaukee,( n)
plans in a four-page
Kansas City at Chicago, In)
United States Football League
memo signed by Wiles
Boston at Minnesota. I n
Atlantic
Detroit at Texas, in)
W L T Pct. PF PA
Hallock, chairman of the
Philadelphia
11 2 0 .846 270 138
football television com- Boston
„NATIONAL LEAGUE
8 5 0 .615 235 244
NEW YORK (AP) EAST DIVISION
New Jersey 4 9 0 .308 233 319
mittee and sent WednesW L Pct. GB
Washington 1 12 0 .077 193 345
Rod Carew of the Califorday to members of the
St. Louis
26 18 .591
Central
23 21 .523 3 nia Angels, who leads the
Chicago
9 4 0 .692 331 187 Montreal
NCAA Council. The AP
20 21 .488 4))).
Tampa Bay 9 4 0 .692 250 254 Philadelphia
American League with a
obtained'a copy of the
18 25 .419 V's
8 5 0 .615 295 240 Pittsburgh
Michigan
.443
batting average, has
18
Chicago
28
.391
9
.538
242
185
6
0
Birmingham
7
memo, which said a subNew York
16 29 .356 10k)i
Pacific
been
named AL Player of
committee of the football
WEST
DIVISION
6 7 0 462 239 227
Oakland
the Month for May.
33 14 .702
462 207 253 Los Angeles
Los Angeles 6 7 0
television committee will
31 17 .646
5 8 0 .385 181 223 Atlanta
Denver
Carew hit .438 for the
meet with legal counsel
27 21 .563
4 9 0 .308 210 321 San Francisco
Arizona
San
Diego
21 26 .447 12 month (39-for-89) with six
June
3
Friday,
June 13 "and devise an
Cincinnati
22 28 .440 12's
Washington at Denver,( n )
doubles, a triple and a
alternate plan or plans
22 29 .431 13
Houston
Saturday,June 4
home run. He drove in
Wednesday's
Games
New Jersey at Oakland, In )
that are believed to conChicago 3, Houston 2
Sunday,June
nine
runs, scored 14 and
form with the present opiAtlanta 6, Pittsburgh 3
Birmingham at Tampa Bay
walked nine times to
St. Louis 8, Cincinnati 3
Michigan at Philadelphia
nion of the 10th Circuit
Montreal 8,San Diego6
Arizona at Los Angeles
compile an on-base
Court of Appeals."
San Francisco 4, New York 2
Monday,June6
percentage of .490.
Los Angeles 1, Philadelphia 0
Chicago at Boston, I n
"My opinion is that a
vast majority of institutions are going to opt to
Formerly Amoco Car Wash
stay with an NCAA plan,"
' We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
•rnsen
myosin
Hallock, Pac-10 executive
director, told The AP.
Another possibility is
that the courts ultimately
could hold in favor of the
NCAA's exclusive controls, although observers
on both sides of the fight
have said they believe the
courts will allow the current NCAA plan to remain in effect for the
coming season.
That old lawn mower of yours has never been • take the work out of lawn care.The MulcherThe NCAA's 32-year
izer for mulching clippings.The Snappehzer
more valuable to you
for shredding leaves. And the Thatcherizer
Because right now you can trade it in for a
control of football televifor self-propelled walk and hding mowers
SNAPPER. Not only will you receive excelsion rights was challengto remove harmful thatch Also, for your conlent trade in value, you'll experience the revenience there's an Extra Bag-N-Blade Kit.
SNAPPER
can
make
markable
difference
a
ed in an antitrust suit
in your lawn care
So trade in that old mower for a SNAPPER
brought by the univerat your SNAPPER dealer
Versatile, innovative, easy to operate
sities of Oklahoma and
That's SNAPPER. Belt a push,self-propelled. The best has never been
so affordable.
or nding mower, they all can be equipped
Georgia .after the CFA
with special SNAPPER options* designed to
failed in 1981 to convince
.
00tons resd•te
,nay doner
its members to take part
mach.*

INGLEWOOD, Calif.
(AP) - Kareem AbdulJabbar, the secondleading scorer in National Basketball
Association history, may
have played his final
game for the Los Angeles
Lakers.
Jerry Buss, the club's
owner, says it's better

than 50-50 but not a certainty that Abdul-Jabbar,
a six-time NBA Most
Valuable Player, will
play with the Lakers next
season.
But Abdul-Jabbar, 36,
became a free agent immediately after the
Lakers were beaten by
the Philadelphia 76ers
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Echo Get A FREE
Grass Landscape Kit
Trimmer
$

Pro Football

Carew
Honored

IR

753-7362

TRADE IN AND TRADE
UP TO A SNAPPER.

MHS basketball
camp applications
being accepted
Applications are still
being accepted for the
Murray High Basketball
Camp which will be conducted at the school gymnasium,June 6-10.
The camp will run daily
from 8:30 a.m. until noon
for grades 9-12, and from
12:30 until 4 p.m. for
grades 5-8.
Tuition will be $30
which will cover T-shirts,
Insurance and awards.
MRS cowth Cary Miller
and assistant Howie Crittenden will be in charge
of the camp.
Applications will be accepted until Monday,
June 6.-..For more Incall 753-8974:

200 E. Main 753-8201

4th Annual
June 6-10 at M.H.S. Gym
Boys
Grades 5-12
Tuition Only

$30
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Camp
Camp Shirts and awards given to outstanding campers.
Sign up June 68:00-8:30 and 12:00-12:30.

Additional Information Call 753-8974

beat Lloyd in the
semifinals in Paris a year
ago before losing the final
against Martina
Navratilova, this year's
top seed, who was
eliminated in the fourth
round.
Lloyd is bidding to win
the title for the fifth time.
But this was the first time
she had reached the final
since 1980.
The wind blew around
the center court of
Roland Garros stadium,

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED
USED CARS
1981 Pontiac T1000 Coupe, one owner local.
1980 Pontiac Phoenix Coupe, Special $3,500.00,
one owner,local.
1980 Chevrolet Chevette Coupe, one owner,
local.
1979 Ford-Club Wagon Van, 4 captains seats &
bench seat, sharp.
1978 AMC Pacer Station Wagon.
1978 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, local.
1977 Caprice Classic,4 door - one owner.
19‘77 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, local.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, local.
1977 Pontiac Gran Prix, local.
1977 Ford LTD Coupe,Special $1,995.00
1975 Grande Torando,4 door,local.
1974 Cutlass, one owner, local, 53,000 Actual
1974 Olds Cutlass, one owner, local, 53,000 Actual
Miles.
1974 Chev. Nova,4 door.
1972 Ambassador 4 door, one owner local.
1973 Chevrolet Malibu Coupe,Special $595.00.
1966 Pontiac Tempest, 4 door, Local, lov.
mileage.
1965 Mustang,restored classic.

TRUCKS

CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
See Jim Suiter, Bob Blake,
Jerry Henry & Wells Purdom, Jr.

PURDOM
MOTORS INC.
lir
r
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1406 West Main

-753 5315
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1983 Mazda Pickup,owner,local. $5,495.00.
1977 GMC Jimmy, 4 wheel drive, good condition, Knee deep in Rubber.
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but it seemed to bother
Jaeger more than Lloyd.
Jaeger won the first
two games, but Lloyd
warmed up and won 12 of
the next 14.
However, the rallies,
mostly from baseline to
baseline on the slow red
clay, were often closely
fought.
Jaeger had three break
points in the sixth game,
and another break point
in the opening game of
the second set.
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Murray-Calloway Fair
One Night And
One Night Only
Friday Night From
11:00 P.M. Til 2:00
A.M.
Midnight Madness

$500

One
Night
Only

S500

Don't
Ride All RidesMiss
As Many Times As You Can
This
2:00
a.m.
until
From 11:00 p.m.
For Just
Ride These

$500

& More
*Super Loops
•Sea Dragon
•Sky Wheel
•Tilt-A-Whirl
*Super Twister
•Zipper
•Tip-Top

Buy The Midnight Madness Special
& Get In The Gate FreeFriday Night-Fairgrounds- Murray, Ky.

CENTER

•

1st Session 8:30-12:00
(Grades 9-12)
2nd Session 12:30-4:00
(grades 5-8)
Directed by M.H.S.
Head Coach Cary
Miller, Assisted By
Howie Crittenden

A
Once A
Year
Event

MURRAY

3995

Murray Rental
& Sales

Pro Baseball
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Lloyd has defeated
Jaeger 15 times in their 18
professional meetings
since 1980, the year
Jaeger became the second youngest player
ever to win a pro tournament at age 14 years and
eight months. Jaeger,
who celebrates her 18th
birthday Saturday, last

753-1331

SNAPPER

) iello,
lusch
foul.
if pittight,
I the

The other men's
semifinal will be settled
by two Frenchmen when
Yannick Noah, the No. 6
seed, plays unseeded
Christophe RogerVasselin. The Frenchmen
have never met as professionals.

straight points in one
stretch of the match.
No. 5 seed Wilander
plays his semifinal match
Friday against either No.
4 seed Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina or No. 8 seed
Jose Higueras of Spain.
The Vilas-Higueras
quarterfinal duel was
halted by darkness and
rain Wednesday with
Higueras leading 6-2, 6-7,
6-1, 4-6 and 2-1, 15-0 in the
final set. Vilas, the 1977
champion here, made it
to the final last year but
lost to Wilander, who
became the youngest
man to ever win a Grand
Slam title.

NCAA forms contingency plan
to end football-tv argument

ng in
flight

$01,1••

.. 1.1.1)1,1-.1t et 11\11.,. I hisr,410 iiint• 2. 1'183

Who will sign Abdul-Jobbor now?

Judy

.

Evert Lloyd stuns Jaeger; Wilander advances in men's ranks
PARIS(AP)-The last
hope for a French Open
singles title by an
American man something not achieved
in 28 years - is gone,
along with second-seed
John McEnroe.
Only American woman
remaining with a chance
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sunday school lesson

by h.c. chiles

Moses, Aaron spread word of God

Here The
Exciting Country
Sound Of
Entertainer

Aaron: Spokesman
and Priest
God paid Moses a compliment and bestowed
upon him a distinct honor
when he called and commissioned him to go to
Egypt in His name and
power, and to lead His
sorely afflicted people out
of bondage and into the
land of promise.
To keep from undertaking that assignment
Moses began to ask questions and to make excuses.
Thinking that the task
to which God was calling
him required a man who
was an orator, a skilled
soldier, and an experienced leader of men, in
which fields of activity he
was inexperienced,

JOHNNY
GLEN
This Saturday
Night At

Ky. Lake's
Country
Buffet
Saturday Night
5:00-9:00 p.m.
Menu Includes:
Steam Boat Round Roost Beef carved on the
Adults
line, Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky

Moses offered seven ex- that He knew that Aaron
cuses for not doing what could speak well, that He
God wanted him to do.
would hold Moses responBut God did not accept sible for conveying the
any of them because He messages which He
knew that He needed and would give to him to
could use his ability to ac- Aaron, who would in turn
complish the divine pur- responsibly and acpose.
curately deliver them to
Exodus 4:14-16
the people.
Moses' unwillingness to
Having prepared him,
do what God command- God knew that Aaron
ed, and to trust Him for would be a reliable comenabling power, provok- municator of the divine
ed God's displeasure. So message to the people.
He told Moses that He
Exodus 4:27-30
was naming Aaron as his
God instructed Aaron
spokesman, that He to meet Moses, his
would tell Moses what
should be said, that he
would then convey the
message to Aaron, and he
would communicate it to ACROSS
DOWN
1 While poplar
the people.
1 Sun-dried
2 Mock
When God told Moses
brick
3 Genitive

•
.
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
•
•
•
.
•

$ 25
4

Kenlake State Resort
Aurora, Ky.
Park
Hwy. 94

Come To
Vacation Bible School
June 6-10 6:30 p.m.
Northside
Independent Church

•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•a
•
.
•
.
•

• 3 miles East of Dexter on Hwy. 1346, 4 miles West on:
•
ei Hwy. 1346 off 94
a
•
•
VBS Is For Adults Too.
a
•
•
•
•
1

The Begley Pharmacy...
a place where people care.
Pre-Paid Prescription Plans
4irK

BEGLEY'S
•

Begley's welcomes prescnphons from
Medicaid. UMWA, major and private
prescription programs

(269

Ouantity Rignts Reserve:1

6 Flirt
11 Preposition
13 Muscle
spasms
14 Teutonic
deity
15 One who
vacillates
17 Football
position
abbr.
18 Cover
20 Takes one's
part
21 Bishopric
22 Redact
24 Man's
nickname
25 Mark left by
wound
26 Without end
28 Profited
30 Silkworm
32 Permit to use
33 Fleet of ships
35 Yogi Berra's
glove
37 Smaller
amount,
38 Unusual
40 Roman tyrant
42 Exist
43 Regions
45 Plunge
46 Note of scale
47 Thoroughfares
49 Liquid
measure:
abbr.
50 Cured
52 Conflict
54 Worms
55 Domesticated

word
4 Nod
5 Periods of
lime
6 Spanish for
"three"
7 Organ of
hearing
8 Part of
"to be"
9 Scatter
10 Chemical
compound
12 Bad
13 Embroidery
16 Paradise
19 Different
21 Perfumed
23 Precise
words
25 Blemish
27 Inlet
29 Male turkey

Spells
2-Liter
,

32 oz.

1200 010100 OCIO
MU MOO CCU
OULBUIDG OU UOU
CUBE! CUE=
CUOUOMUO NE
MUM UOU 0210
LW BOO OUM AU
UOU MUU CUOMO
00 OBOUCEMIC
MOO UMW
BEIE EN UMMUOM
NUB CUM MOO
CCU WU 0 DULU
31 Worshipped
33 Eagles' nests
34 Arabian
seaport
36 Three-base
hit
37 Woodworking machine
39 Bespatter

41 Chose
43 Class of birds
44 Chair
47 Beverage
48 Music as
written
51 Conjunction
53 Symbol for
thulium

Just For

Father's Day
$8800

4 ROB Peck
Choose from an assortment of
national brand products

Thick rich flavor

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

Gas Grills

Bathroom
Tissue

Coke
or Tab

brother whom he had not
seen for some 40 years, in
the wilderness. There
Moses told Aaron what
God had commanded,
and both of them were
faithful in carrying out
their assignments.
Exodus 17:9-13
Responding to the instructions of Moses,
Joshua went to fight
Amalek, which battle, s
observed by Aaron an
Hur from the top of the
hill.
When Moses held up his
hand Israel prevailed in

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

OOOOOOOOO 1050••••111111•••••1111•0•••••111•10•••
•
U

Country Hicfm, Spicy Barbecue Spore Ribs,
Ky. Lake Catfish, Asstd. Vegetables, Asst.
Ky. Made Cheese, Large Salad Bar and
Beverage.

Prices good thru June 6, 1983

4• .

Thtar.41:1% June 2. 1983

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

$695
Children

•••• 411 tit-12•1P-411
•

.

Murray Supply Co.
Not responsible for typograprucal errors

Beauty Aids
Ear
011 Control

208 E. Main 753-3361

Kodak

Health Care

II
Kodacolor
24 Exposure
Avadalale in C135 or C126

Cover Girl

^
the battle, and when
Moses failed to do so •
Amalek prevailed. When
Moses grew weary of
holding the rod of God
over his head as a symbol
of intercessory prayer,
Aaron and Hur assisted
him by supporting and
upholding his arms.
Like Aaron we, who are
God's children, can be of
great help to others in the
supportive role of inrcessory prayer.
e are faithful in
fulfilltng our responsibility to God, marvelous victories will be won and
God's name will be
glorified, and His cause
will be advanced.
Exodus 28:1-3
When the children of
Israel arrived at Mount
Sinai, Moses ascended
the mountain and there
received the Ten Commandments, other laws,
and instructions as to the
construction of the tabernacle which would serve
as a reminder of God's
presence.
God also revealed to
Moses that he had
selected Aaron as the
first priest, whose duty it
would be to lead in the
worship services.
Aaron's five sons were
chosen of God to assist
their father in that new
assignemnt. In that important office of priest,
they were to fulfill the important role of mediator
between God and the people of Israel.
Before these men offered sacrifices and
prayers on behalf of the
Israelites, presenting
their needs to God in the
best manner possible,
God instructed that
special garments should
be manufactured for
them to wear.
These would serve as
an appropriate symbol of
their unique place in the
life of the nation, and
which also would be a
symbol of the glories of
the Priest who was to
come in the future, namely, the Lord Jesus Christ.
These garments were
to be a reminder to their
wearers that they were to
call to the attention of
their beholders the beauty and glory of the Lord.

Prit
We
Indt
Air
Ash]
Am(
CM.;
Dup
Era
For
G.A
Ger
Ger
Ger
Go(

1

Maximum Strength
Wessex"

Cosmetics

S
2
59
Sea Kid

Dermatoiogest tooled al control
or
Choose from Uguid Make-Up, Blush,ct
Pressed Powder in all shades

Mask
Swim
Junior size

Loud Make-UP Reg $299
10 ea 2
f3iush Pressed Powder Reg 53 $
1
9

DI
pas1
med

Dietac
20 Cap11/11.14
Once a day effective weight loss
capsules Caffeine free

Rubber contour mask war shale,
•esistant space age safety lens

$349

$229

RENT TO OWN
AMERICA'S LARGEST RENT-TO-OWN SYSTEM

TELEVISIONS & APPUANCES

Je.
Cover Girl

Thick Lash Mascara
or Softline Liner
noose 'tom "se-se dual., cosmetics
more beautif, you 4,- ,baggs

44' 4

thoice
Your sl79

Polident

Swim
Fins
Small

Denture Cleanser

Comfortabie Cl writ' adjustable he..
strap Lghtweight ribbed design

40 Tablets
Special

$199
MI
Reg

Slaw ,ernovtreg tOrrnu,a
50 enoerb,,dttle, 00.
,
N1delst
,
t''

$169

54 29

Air Mattress
Reg $244 ea

OgiMe

Home Permanent
Proassolonsil type for a* heir styles.
Contens ear:twee pre-perm condboner
Regular Extra Body and Soft Body Ware

IMF

Reg $4 99

Suntan G.M.

SillS,
irm Air

Triaminic
Syrup

Lawn Darts

4 oz.
For relief of runny stuffy nose
Ono due to cornroor
post-nasal
and
odd. flu fray-lever 8 sinusrlis

Great outdoor tun.
Game Inckodes 4 colorful darts
and 2 rings

3-1 a or
Extra sunscreen protection rn•
soil sensarve skin Avarlabie
Creme Whet or Gee* Orange

Blue Ice

s 69

Liquid Ice Pack
20 or

NO
LONGTERM
OBUGATION

Any T.V. er Appainc•
Wormy t Cidiewey Co. Daly

WITS COtOITYISI
104.1(Ms 01W11
IITTII ri 04
PPlIAN(I T11411
110ST IMPS( Owe

a_towice
Deuviety
speW,IsseD

$2'9

• Great for 2 or 4 players
Set includes 4 rackets net
and 2 shuttlecocks

:.S399

Bain de Soleil

NO
SECURITY
DEPOSIT

____ Delivers
5" 1st Weak

72" 27"
Transparent seethru vinyl ol top panel
gives a dramatic effect
a-beam construction 2 arr-chambers

Badminton Set

=SS/
79

NO
CREDITORS
CHECKED

Any

Rexall
c
off Vitamin

SO

that we carry

Keeps

rtti Mks COLO"
,
caeNteng If no,

Reg $450

Begley Products
Begley's
Cocoa elliftwAles Vete

. Hand Si Body Lotion
Cocos WOW 14 or.. Mee Vera 15.5 oz.
Softens unoottos and morstunzes

969

Begley s

Aspirin

Box ilM41-111imehM tleos
$i
00

Director Chair
gleikillthel Director Clair
Wrtn a natural linisn 1 7 high 19
sad. and 113 deep

$2399

250 Tablets
5 Grew,

BEGLEY S4:4

RENT BY PHONE:

Handi-Bag

Lawn and Leaf
Bap
Reg 81 39

Reg St Tg

Coupon ex Offes 6-6-83

TWIN PRINTS for One Low Price
One to Keep ... and One to Share
The Complete
Film developing
Program

Two sets of Prints
to, one low price

Color print film
Quality developing plus Twin Prints
2 Exposure
Roll
24 Prints

15 Exposure 20 Eiposure 21 Exposure
Roo
Roll
()do
40 Prints
44 Prints
30 Prints

RCA — Whirl.00l

Sunni — Pioneer

TYME)

36 Exposure
Roil
72 Prints

1 $4"$447$4"$697
'
$3

Reg 25 ri
No Coupon Necess,v

.111.

Register to WIN one of 5
Weekends

KIngslsiand

• • FREE
•FREE
•FREE

Prices peed era 31 • June S. 1263

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

Also available!

1.50 off coupons
good on admission to Kings Island

SAVE 'X 6.00

204 S. 4th fAvrray
759-4487

TM
2647 N.C. Mathis
Drive Paducah 444-6666

STORES iNOEPENOENTLY ONtsE0 AND OPERATED

On a Family of 4
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Walker resigns from hospital to accept position in Saudi Arabia

David Walker, for the the Murray-Calloway
past 10 years chief County Hospital
medical technologist in laboratory, has resigned

then
so
'hen
of
God
nbol
yer,
sted
and
are
)e of
the
in1 in
bilivicand
be
3use

of
ount
ided
here
om3ws,

ald

accepted a similar
He and his family will
sition with an oil corn- leave Murray shortly for
• ny in Saudi Arabia.
Dhahran on the Arabian
Gulf, where, for an indefinite period, he will be
supervisor of a medical
laboratory in a 363-bed
employee hospital
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
operated by Aramco, an
Arabian-American oil
company.
Upon leaving Murray
Goodyear
3278 -1,8
Prices furnished by First of
Gulf Oil
35% -f-k4 shortly after Friday, his
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
I.B.M
112% +34 last day at the local
Industrial Average
+5.01
hospital, Walker and his
J.C. Penney
58%
Air Products
family
will be in Houston,
4478 +3'8
Jerico
22
4
Ashland
34% unc
Johnson & Johnson
4678 +34 Tex., for several days of
651/2
American Telephone
Kmart
3178 +1% orientation before being
Chrysler
2678 +%
Mary Kay Cosm
36''2 -18 flown to Saudi Arabia and
Dupont
48% +1'2
Penwalt
392 unc their new assignment.
Emerson Electric
A native of Paducah,
59% +%
Quaker Oats
4858 +1',2
Walker,
Ford
50% +1%
33, came to the
Texaco
34 unc
G.A.F
Murray
17% -1,8
hospital from
U.S. Tobacco
303/4 unc
General Dynamics
54% +7'8
Wal Mart
71 unc Lourdes Hospital where
General Motors
66% +14
Wendy's
18% +4 he was a medical
General Tire
35% -%
Wetterau
18% unc technologist and assisGoodrich
40% +%
C.E.F. Yield
829 tant chief of its
laboratory.
He received his
undergraduate degree in
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTAL FUNDS
biology at Murray State
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
University in 1971 and a

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPOkATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market

LARGEST ITEM
Petroleum is the
master's degree in 1982.
Paducah, and they have world's largest item of inbusiness administration
Mrs. Walker is the two daughters, Stacey, ternational commerce.
from the same school in former Linda Wickliffe of 12, and
Coffee is second.
Kelly,8.

BEALE
HARDWAR

Bethel United
Methodist Church

Sale Continues

Bible School
Everything In
The Store
ALL SALES CASH — NO REFUNDS

Beale Hardware

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Classes-Beginners to Youth
EVERYONE IS INVITED

East Main Street
753-1543
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SUPER SAVERS

CORP/MAI
MIX

New Butter flavor

Domino

,I

CRISCO 1 lb. Can

MEAL

limit 7
With S IS.00 Purchase
trcluding Dairy
Tobacco Products

limit 5 lb.
With 515 00 Purchase Excluding
\
Dairy It Tobacco Products

Sunflower Plain

89c

FLOUR

49c
1601.2189c

DRINK MIX

$139

50!.

VEG ALL

fet uc ine

8 qt

Hawaii? Punch

5°!.3,'1

Larsen's Mixed Veg.
Ronco

REMOVER

5 lb.

POTTED MEAT
Swift's
SAUSAGE

16 az

69c
'189

Kiii3
giRli
nvELs
1/fax

Both With
$30 Order

DLES

12oz.

ItokATO NICE

59C

criggifii BARS
O
T MENICE

U.S. Choice
Boneless Rolled

Owens Best
Sliced Slob

BACON

PRODUCE

c
49 TIP ROAST

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Bill

lb.

Owen's Best

BB11 BEEF
Owen's Best Oven Baked Turkey
BREAST
Owen's Best Smoked Turkey
BREAST
Owen's Best Deli
ROAST BEEF
Owen's Best Deli Corned
BEEF

Calif. Seedless White

GRAPES

$189

Fanc Bell

PtPPERS

..

41'1
.89

lb
lb
lb.

$329

$398

'429

lb. $
429
lb. $
429

1 Deli Peppered

. 39
lb.

1/b. $149

lb. $
429

•ft
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

MX

2. Notice

2. Notice
AN '53

TAU A KM WIVE

Request For Bids

NOTICE

GMC
4-WD K-JIMMY

The City of Murray will be
receiving bids for approximately 2.92
miles of bituminous asphalt paving.
Bids are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 4:30 p.m. on June 22,
1983.
Specifications are available at the
City Clerk's Office on 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murra Kentuck .

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in oar
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Toes.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
ous Pent. cod-av"

SEE, FEEL, AND DRIVE
THE DIFFERENCE,

Trucks
Trailers
Buses, Inc.

Have 5 minutes? CO
759-4444 for on
spirational message ta
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
753-1372

INVITATION TO BID
INSURANCE FOR THE
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
VEHICLES

GMC

'MUCKS •111111 WHAT
win All £111100T

The Calloway County Board of Education will receive sealed bids for Insurance
for the School Transportation Vehicles
until 1:30 p.m., Thursday. June 30, 1983.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education Office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

27. Mobile Home Sales

Want someone with
trailer to live on nice
lot, take care of yard
and garden. Lot with
large stock barn, pond.
1 mile of New Providence, Ky. on
Shoemaker Road. Call
4362405.

Moving, must sell,
Admiral no frost
refrigerator -freezer.
GE range, self cleaning
oven. Both in excellent
condition. Call 753-7608.
RCA black and white
T.V. good condition.
Also Sears Organ. 7537997

12x50 Mobile Home,
good fiondition, older
model, central heat,
located at Mobile HOME
Villiage. Priced $2,500
753-3895 after 5p.m.
Two bedroom trailer,
12x50, 1971 model, stor
age shed, 150x100 lot or
Kentucky Lake. Gas,
electric, and phone. No
well. $6,900. 436-2113.

11. Instruction

Summer Gymnastics, 18. Sewing Machines
Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics Studio. Classes Singer Sewing
Machines, Sales and
start June 7.
Service, new and used.
Repair-Parts for all
13. For Sale or Trade
makes. Call 753-5323,
Used Air Conditioners Bel Air Center, Murray,
for sale. We also clean Ky.
and repair air con19. Farm Equipment
ditioners. Call 753-9104.

10 to 25 h.p. Boat motor.
Call 436-2427.
• A good used exercise
• bicycle.
Call 753-3349 by
a
•
8p.m.
Ambitious person. . .•
:
Matching dresser and
•
'good character. .. no: chest set or bedroom
:experience needed.
suite with waterbed.
:Opportunity for: 753-7975.
:3300/week. Major: Used air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
•company will help you.
Used canoe, 17 ft. Phone
:436-2667 after 5p.m.
:learn. Benefits. Call

Arel's largest Dealer

SATELLITE ANTIMAS
C11-Drake-NIM
re. Cal'!Jul Der Deals!
Sales-Service

ClArma

ROOKIE

:8-10 a.m. only. 443:15. Articles for Sale
6460. Equal EmployDeep freeze, good
ment Opportunity.
R•••••••••••••••• dition, 5150. 753-6080.

113 S. 17th St.
Array, Ky. 1531515

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced

2. Notice

house

• cleaner has an opening.
THANKS: Call 753-6091.
OF
CARD
Tn.
Paris,
Show,
Air
Saturday, June 4th
• Graduate with skills in
typing, shorthand,
Marion Cole Aeroba•
tics. Home Built/War We, the family of• bookkeeping, filling and
Frank Houston can-: communication. 498Birds.
8854.
not begin to tell you:
University instructor
our heartfelt thanks: and wife are seeking
a 3
• We do Copy and
for the many kind: bedroom home in or
4
Restoration Work. .
expressions of sym-• near the city limits.
Prefer family room and
al CARTER STUDIO • pathy. It is apappliances. Will rent or
753 8298
300 MAIN
preciated and will: consider
option to pur•
be deeply: chase. No pets or chilremembered. God• dren, 14 yrs. residence
Visit Antique City Mall,
bless you all.
• of Murray. Call
Hwy. 45E of Humbolt
753-5439.
• Will do roofing and
Tn. One of the South's
2. Notice
largest selection of
minor carpenter work
The family of
1890's Now has ice Antique Flea Market
• with flexible prices.
Houston
Frank
cream cakes. Special
•
each weekend. Open
Call 753-7414, ask for
orders available. 753- daily except Monday.
• Mike or leave a
3604
Call 901 ,784-3422.
Iwo0000000••••i message.
al

al

or'

16. Home Furnishings

14. Want to Buy

3. Card of Thanks
The City of Morray
Sanitation Deportment will
eccept applications for the
position of Tipper ontil
12:00 noon, lime 8, 1983.
Joh descriptions and applications may be obtained
and retoneed to the Sanitation Deportment, 201 Andros Drive, Monday throatily
Friday, 8:00 a.m. ontil
4:00 p.m. The City of Murray is or Equal Inoployment
Opportonity employer
operating wader on Af•
formative Action Plan.

9. Situation Wanted

6 Help Wanted

1 8 9 0's will accept
coupons of its corn
petitors for ice cream or
chicken. 753-3604.

con-

Used air conditioner, 40
gal. water heater,
storm windows.
753-7457.
Window Fan, 20", 3
speed, reversible, metal
blades, thermostat
control, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Avocado Magic Chel
Electric Range, excel
lent condition, $100.
Ladies 26" bicycle, 5,
1.
Call 753-3607 after 5p.m.
Brown recliner, $30.
759-9678.
Broyhill couch, $50,
good condition. Laffette
microscope, $40, like
new. Blender, $5. T.V.
table on wheels, $4.
753-4768.
Hide-a-bed couch with
chair, gold, good condition, $200. 759-1891.

tNSTEAD 0; JUST STANDING
THERE,WHY DON'T YOU GET
SOMEONE TO HELP ME

ri\Ilf

c4-0

11
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d
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.2%,411
1111P
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•411ri
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11••
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1

41,4/
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ISN'T JOGGING FUN,
NANCY?
URE IS

C

-BUT IT
FEELS
FUNNY
RUNNING
IN ONE
DIRECTION--

\E"

P,
e ISM UMW Feelse Syncbcate. Inc

Il
••

ite
IP
*

1

'10

OUT I SHOULO EIE AbLE TO
LEAVE FOR AN EVENING
WITHOUT YOU DESTROYING
EVERYTHING!

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 very nice, furnished, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3895 after
5p.m.
2 BR on 1/2 acre private
lot, completely furnished with washer and
dryer, 5135 rent plus
deposit. Call 753-3511.
2 BR trailer, water
furnished. 753-9240.
A nice 2 br. trailer to see
at Shady Oaks or call
753-5209.
Two bedroom, all electric mobile home, 1.5
miles east of Murray,
deposit required. Call
753-2532.

1966 Ford 5000 Tractor,
1979 AC Drill 9 Row no
till Birch Cultivator, 4
Row Ford Plow 414, AC
Disk 10 ft., 1975 AW
Ripper 7 prongs New
Holland Square Baler,
New Holland Hay Rake,
1970 F250 Ford Pickup,
1959 GMC 2 ton truck.
1-345-2501 after 6p.m.
20 ft. Hale Gooseneck
Flat Bed Trailer, tan30. Business Rentals
dem axle. 753-5181.
314 John Deere Lawn
Tractor, 48 inch mower
Mini
Hydro static, excellent
Warehouse
condition, will trade for
Storage Space
smaller mower. Call
753-6555 or 753-9648.
For Rent
3 pt. Hitch Fork Lift,
753-4758
raises 8 ft. 753-5181.
960 Case Combine, 15 ft.
Grain Header with 32. Apts. For Rent
romote. Good condition, 2 Apts., one efficiency.
$1,500 or best offer. $100 per month. And a 1
bedroom apt., $120 per
436-2339.
995 Case Tractor, 1,050 month. Deposits required. Call 753-2532.
hrs., good condition
2 BR apt. in town,
753-5181.
Cattle Guard, 20 ft. long appliances and air
conditioning. 753-9240.
6 ft. wide, 5200. 753-5181.
New Bush Hog type Furnished apt. 121
mower, $325 up. John North next to
Kough Equipment fairgrounds, air condition, no pets. 753-3139.
Sales. 382-2207.
Tillers, chain drive, 5 Furnished 1 or 2 bedh.p. Briggs and Stratton room apts. Zimmerman
engines. $269.99. Wallin Apts., S. 16th, 753-6609.
Hardware, Paris.
Large furnished efficiency apt. 753-6254.
Two row Cultivator
three point hitch tractor Nice one bedroom
blade and gas tank, 120 apartment, furnished or
gal. 5 horse power tiller, unfurnished. Call 753good condition. Call 3949.
after 6p.m. 753-7997.
One bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 2 bed23. Exterminating
room furnished, lease
and deposit, adults only,
no pets. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 7626650 or 436-2844.
Two bedroom Town
House apt., carpet,
central heat and air,
range refrigerator,'
loginend IlIty. MO.at Au
dishwasher, disposal,
good location. Call 7537559 or 753- 7550.
Two bedroom duplex
near University, quiet
residential neighborhood, $225 monthly.
Servall Termite and 753-8096.
Pest Control Company. Two room partly fur20 yrs. experience. Call nished, share kitchen.
Eddie Williams, 753- Call 753-8558.
8779.

1

Kelly: Termite
Pest Control
OS0753.3914

Auer<

I-IALF

Starting Sat. 28th,
Wallace's U,Pick will
be open at 7:00a.m
Picking days will be
Tues., Thurs. and Sat.
Berries are still SO cents
quart. We're located at
N. 16th and Poor Farm
Rd. Phone 753-0195.

WHY 1712N'T
I GET A
PROMOTION

13ECALlS
I'M
RAW(

I Do NOT

WHAT

JUDGE A
MAN BY
THE COLOR
OF 1-116
SKIN!

THEN
0
111111111111

ITT Phone

6-2

.4
A's

I HATE IT WHEN
SHE BRAGS ABOUT
HER GRADES

WELL,WHY DON'T
YOU BRAG RIGHT
BACK

I TRIED,BUT IT
.1(DOESN'T SOUND
AS GOOD WITH
STRAIGHT C'S
(9

SEASONED
Tfl

'at

f,

.

OIL

41 %ft

Pr*

MOW.

Ins

744Zitifir
gui••,10%,
6-2

01A

FIREWOOD. Call John
Bever, 753-0338
Stainless Steel Kitchen
Sinks, double compartment, 4 hole, self
rimming, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Used railroad ties.
Hwy. 348 in Benton
across from Jim
Gaulers Auto Sales.
Phone 527-3904 or 5279918 after 4:00p.m.

26. TV-Radio
TV Rentals, $10 a week.
Murray Rental and
iait East Main St.,
Murray. 753-8201._

27. Mobile Home Sales
10x50 2 BR„ bath, living
room, kiichen,
Utility pole with 100
amp. service, $t 50
753-0024.

'
'
-4•••••••••••••.
11r
'''''
.

S.

011 fa

Friday 8-5
1406 Sycamore
Toys, antiques,
glassware, small
furniture, flowers,
baby and adult
clothes.

Extra
good
Home

41, Public Sale

Big 2
Family
YARD SALE

4 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. and Sat.
8-4:30
121 S. in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision Box 204.

Sat. 8-4
No early sales. A-5
Coach Estates.
Cancelled if rains.
Cake dec. equipment,
cake molds, glasses,
coats, tope recorder
and much more.

My
trees

YARD SALE

PATIO SALE
Fri. and Sat.
1215 Dogwood Dr.

Fri. 8-3
207S. 12th
In case of rain sale
will be held Sat.
Children and women's
clothes, toys, misc.

Clothes, small appliances, nic necks,
furniture, tools, hand
crafted items, much
much more.

7 Family
Garage Sale

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

1565 Oxford Dr.
Canterbury Estates
Fri. and Sat.
8-3

703 N. 18th St.
Sat., June 4th
8-5

Furniture, bicycle,
glass fireplace screen,
clothes, etc.

Dishes, kitchen items,
curtains, nit nocks,
lots of misc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Fri., June 3rd
•

18021
/
2A Monroe
Ave.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

ErZ

41,Put
YARD SALE

40. Produce

Boy's and girl's rooms
Sat., June 4
for rent, 1 block from
17 ft. Fiberglass Cabin University. Call 753-1812
Cruiser, trailer, 75 h.p.
or 759-9580.
Gibb Store Rd. in the
electric Johnson, $1,000.
22 ft. Fiberglass open 34. Houses for Rent
Camelot Subdivision.
launch, 150 h.p. inboard
Following Sat. if it
1 or 2 Bedroom house in
I/O, tandem trailer,
city, large shady lot,
reins. Misc. and some
$3,000. 1972 Lincoln,
newly remodeled, w/d
radial tires, nice car,
hand crafted items.
hookup, TVA insulated,
$1,200. 436-2506.
NO DOGS, $200 per
Aluminum extension month. 753-2864 after
ladders. 14 ft. $38.99, 16 5p.m.
ft. $42.99, 20 ft. 554.99, 24 2 BR house and apts. for
ft. 569.99, 28 ft. $97.99, 32 rent. Call 753-3530.
ft. 5137.99. Wallin
Two bedroom, available
Hardware, Paris.
June 15th, references
Electric coin changer, required. Call 753-7791.
Fri. 8-5
like new, used 3 months,
Sat. 8-2
worth $1,000, will take 37. Livestock-Supplies
$500. 437-4826 anytime.
Horses Boarded. Stalls
110 South Broach
Garden manure, $5.00 and pasture. Space
pick-up load. 759-4588 or available. $20 per
Clothing, T.V.'s,
753-7637.
month. 753-3010.
stereo, household
INVESTORS: $200 re38. Pets-Supplies
items, toys. Cancelled
turn on 30 day short
term $1000 notes. Call AKC registered Golde-n
In case of rain.
502-563-6621. Limited Retriever puppies, $100
male
or
female.
each,
participation.
New tobacco sticks for 753-6986 after 5p.m.
sale, 1,000 or more, 15
cents each delivered,
cut to your size. Also
saw dust, 51.50 ft.,
length of bed. 901-4791756.
Convential Rotary
Rear Tine Tillers,
Convential Tone
and
Stratton
Briggs
engine, chain drive, 3
Trendline Rotary
forward speed and reTrendline Deluxe, Tone
verse. 5 h.p. 5499.99, 8
h.p. $599.99. Wallin
E/W Lighted Dial
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Volume Control
Riding Lawn Mower, 8
HP, 30 inch cut,
Fast Tone
Murray, Excellent
E/W Auto-Matic Diales
condition. Call 436-2289
after 5:00 PM.
Stores 10 Numbers

I GET
OF
EVERYTwiNG-

WANT A
DIVORCE!

DAVIS

..•••.•••••• • s-a•-•,.ft,
•••••

41. Public Sale

Baby AKC registered
Pekinese puppy. Call
435-4472 or 753-5602.

33. Roomsfor Rent

AS
)

I GOT sTRAioe-rr
ON MY REPORT

38. Pets•Supplies

24. Miscellaneous

1
74Md

JUN£
z

GARFIELD,
I KNOW BEING A
......,
GAT OWNER IS A BIG
RE5PONSIEN LITY

de•eft..
4--.
4odeLi

- WITHOUT AN ICE CREAM TRUCK
,)
TO CATCH UP TO

A,'
1101116

r•••••
•

62

1983 United Feature Syndicate inc

X 10
1
:
0

•

30

Gas
oven
pots.

[Whit
from
at No

Oil I
beds
child
lots i

Almo Heights
Fri. end Sat.
June 3rd 8, 4th
9-6

Venetian blinds, flute,
Rampard bike, T.V.,
misc. items.

c'
diimisc
1'1
ahsdih9
[1.

8 PARTY
YARD SALE
Abno Heights
on North 641
Furniture, appliances,
T.V., glassware,
clothes, toys, some
antiques.
Fri. IL Sat.
8 til 5

GARAGE SALE
Fri. and Sat.
7 am.-7 p.m.
1809 Monroe Ave.
Dryer and washer,
refrigerator, couch
arid choir, desk,
display cabinet, 4 pc.
bedroom suite, new tshirts, drapes,
material, clothes, and
many other items.

•

U
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

1; 1 •
•
• Hv
Op

6

Complete Communication
Locally Owned & Operated
$34.00
;50.00
;45.00
$64.00

;110.00

Decorator Phones
Doodle
Contempra
Diplomat
Rendez-Vous

;92.00
$92.00
$92.00
;92.00
From ;150.00

Answering Sets

•
•
•

Accesiories

•
•

$2.80

Modular Jacks
Wall Phone Mod. Jacks

$5.50
;2.80
10'/Ft.
$5.00 plus Parts

4-Prong to Mod. Adapter
4 Conductor Phone Wire
Telephones Repaired
Key Systems
From 2 Lines /4 Stations
Conventiol & Electronic
to 30 Lines /60 Stations
All Sizes Available
Free Estimates - So Compare,Our Prices

Cordless Phones & Auto-Matic Dialers
Telephone 753-0194
We Sell, Service IL Install

,
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41, Public Sale

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

46. Homesfor Sale

M3E 31r 31
46. Homesfor Sale

50. Used Trucks

31:1

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
3 Bedroom brick ranch, Priced to sell! Seven
1975 Ford 3,4 ton pickup
2 full baths, family room house in town,
Need upholstery work
Yard Sale. 94 East, 12
full (custom) with
cat).
room with fireplace, basement and
miles. All summer!
done? Bill's Upholstery
upstairs, 8x8" glass blocks. 200
250
living room, patio, fen- 1 1/2 baths, front
will be happy to serve
porch 4x5x12" marble glazed
ced yard. Nicely land- enclosed in
you. We do custom car,
glass.
Gas
tile.
1502-436
-2743.
106 North 19th
scaped, TVA approved heat, good shade
van and truck interiors,
trees, 1977
wmai
insulation package. good location,
Chevrolet pickup
sunroofs, van windows,
Fri. and Sat.
next to truck,
a.,
New oven and hot water park. Call 753-2798
excellent condivinyl and convertible
or tion.
Jane 3rd & 4th
'
0
heater. Tastefully de- 753-0180.
Phone 437 4703.
tops. Tractor seats and
a
corated. In excellent
tarpes, all sizes and
'‘111" Call
condition, located in Rental property. Large 51. Campers
shapes. Also furniture
2 mike west of Meal
building
has 2 2 BR
Bob's Home Improve- upholstery. Free
city in pleasant
IIU larber
21
ft.
esCamper
Comity Lbe• Rd.
SNOUT
,
roof
apts,
an
some
air,
furniture,
ment, 17 years building timates, stop by
neighborhood. Call 753Extra large sale. Many
104 S.
all types
tor
large storage room, sleeps six, self con- experience, remode
REALTY
9567.
l.
good items. Some anbeauty shop, good tained, good condition. ing, additions, concret 13th St. or call 753-8085.
if carpostry work.
e
A family operated and well, mobile home
tiques.
on 753-7304.
work, repairs, general
Sat., 8-4
lived with business about 2 acres in ColExperiescod. Free Esti=
Office Coast te Cant
mainten
home
ance. Call
Furniture, isolos,
could be yours when you dwater. All for $21,000. 52. Boats-Motors
lovers from Everywhere
153-311 or 153-214
753-4501.
Mobile None Anders,
purchase this four bed- Will finance with
lieleide Service Noce 1900
drapes, etc.
down 14 ft. Bass Boat, 70 h.p. Campbel
room
l's
enderpion
Tree
home
Seriag
reefs
and
two bay payment bala.nced Evinrude. 759.1084
seined,
1912 Colthveter load
after vice. Topping, trim- elominem
shop on Highway 94 monthly at 10 percent 5p.m.
patios. Awnings &
Army,Kattecky 42071
.
We clean and repair air
ming
remova
and
l.
West.
Home is brick, Call 489-2595.
carpets Magi, nod doable.
(502)753-0116
conditioners, also we
16
ft.
Cheroke
e
Fully
Alum.
insured.
1-502-527
has storm doors and
- led Glover 733-1173.
buy used air conAirtime
windows, carpet, 1 1/2 Spacious 5 bedroom, 2 Bass Boat, trolling mo- 0918.
ditioners. Dill Electric.
bath
10E L. KENNON
home
tor,
on
one
depth
acre
finder
,
stories. Shop has 12 feet
Concrete, block, brick,
753-9104.
Broker
doors, heat and air. in nice suburban area. AM/FM cassette basements, foun- Underhill and Dunn's
L.R.
15x23
stereo,
Unsaid
central
60
air
h.p.
Bonded
Johnson
. dations, drive-ways, Plumbing, Electric, We service all Briggs
40$ S. lath
Roberts Realty,
and heat also new wood Call 753-6244 or 753-0839.
Stratton, Tecumseh,
753-1651.
sidewalks, patios, and Painting and Welding.
Friday and
burning stove. Carpeted 1982 Mark Twain,
Kohler and Lawn Boy
We
give
free
17
ft.
chimne
estimat
ys.
Attract
es.
Free
ive three bed- throughout. Out of town
esSaturday
engines. Gilsons,
new
model,
753-6186
deep
or
4742321
-V,
140
timates
room
.
Call
753-5476
brick home just owners must sell
.
Saturday, Jane 4
Ariens, John Deere,
soon. h.p. Mercury Cruiser,
outside of town, with Located
Upholstery & Drapery Master Cut
on Coles Camp i/o, open bow, power tilt
mowers.
8 a.m. till 2 p.m.
central electric heat, Ground
cleaning is a job for Poulan
Road. $41,500, and trim, 16 running
Chain Saws and
kitchen, dining room, make offer.
factory
trained
experts
others. Special quotes
Howard hrs. only, still under
My junk is your
living room, large den Sorens
using odd y the best on. piektip
en 2328 Nees warranty, new trailer,
Calved,
and delivery.
/ Temple Parkwith woodburning Lane. Colesvi
equipme
nt.
Satisfac
tion
treasure.
Appointments made
Hazel Lawn and Garden
lle Md. accessories, on view
Low, Low Rates.
ing Let. 641 Sarno.
at
stove. Adjoining corner 20894. Phone
absolute
ly
Guarant
eed.
Center, 311 Main, Hazel,
301-972- Kentucky Lake. Home
for year convenience.
lot optional. Home has 7187 after
Insured, Free Es- Ky. 492-8147.
Satisfied References.
Spikes available.
6p.m.
502-362-4846. Office 502
an assumable loan.
Fall time sales
timates
.
Lee's
Carpet
Free Estimates.
Priced in the 540's. Call Two bedroom home 395-8347.
Cleaning, 753 5827, 24 Will do plumbing, carassociates evening
with dining room and
pentry. painting, haul759-1983
KOPPE
RUD
hours, 1111 Sycamore.
REALT
Y,
z
full basement within 53. Services Offered
phones.
ing and roofing. Call
753-1222.
Faye's Monogram. 753 WET BASEMENT? We 753 9600.
walking distance of.
Extra nice 3 BR home shopping,
Amos McCarty..153-1249
3604. Several styles and make wet basements Will
hospital and
haul
at 506 Cherry St. Be- schools.
colors for shirts, linens, dry. Work completely sand, lime, white rock,
Affordable 0.
Theresa k,iht . .153-7128
rip rap and
Fri. and Sat.
autiful brick home with price and
guaran
teed.
Call
purses,
or
patches, custom
excellent
masonary sand, coal.
Joyce
ktswertk
.753-!3N
lots
of
extras
write
includin
Morga
g
work.
n
11-S
Con- Call Layton
location make this
Hutson
den, woodstove home a true
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Goy Spam
153-2561
303 South 8th St.
value.
GENERAL HOME
753-1545.
w/heart
409A,
h,
gold
Paduca
faucets, KOPPERUD REALTY,
h, Ky.
K183 Itesurtk . 153-2411
REPAIR. 15 years exwall to wall carpeting, 753-1222.
perience. Carpentry, 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
753-8299
patio deck and all on a
concre
te, plumbing, WILL MOW LAWNS!
Gas stove, electric
Fri., May 3rd
large lot. You must see
759-4414
JIACI
or
NITGOAAE
759-9246
roofing
.
,
44.
Lots
for
sliding
Sale
. NO
oven, vase, coffee
this home to appreciate 41. Motorcycles
205 N. 10th
JOB TO SMALL. Free
All types roofing,
4 Cemetery plots for this
price of $45,000. Call
pots.
estimates. Days 474Everything must sale. Murray Memorial Spann Realty
Assoc. 1975 GT 750 Suzuki, local references. Free
2359 or 753-6973, nights
Gardens. 753-4050.
extra
sharp.
489-2570
or
753-7724.
Estimates. All work
474-2276.
Catalog Sales Agent
gol
489-2656.
Lake lot, Keniana Sub- For
rent
or
sale
guaran
with
teed. Days
Harmon and Malone.
Leos an /
1 2 price
division, good trailer ,or option;
1979
650
Special
with
to buy: nice 2
Complete remodeling
753-6581, nights
camper site. Price re- .bedroom
extras.
Fortrel
Call
Polyest
after
er
6p.m.
brick home,
et.
from ground to roof top
duced to $1,895. 753-8257.
759-1859.
located between Hardin 437-4945Sleeping Bog
Free estimates
and Aurora. Call 753- 1981 1000 Suzuki, 3,500
AmERi
Rent
c
45. Farmsfor Sale
492-8183. Evenings, 753
Was ;39.99
miles, like new, wind
8324.
0790 or 436.2107
107 Acres, 35 acres, 72
iammer
plus
lots
of
Hills
Lake Trees...All
Now $
acres, $550 per acre.
HOST
three for your enjoy- extras, $2,500. 753-6802
1-901-247-5764.
White House across
Alumina Service Cs.
ment. Located atop a or 759-9562.
M2
dry dcana kw crpcts.
4 Bedroom home, 76 knoll of undistu
from Belson's Grocery
Murray
509 Chestnut
300 Main
rbed 1981 Honda CR 125, alumina aid viryl
acres, 25 acres fenced natural beauty
at New Concord
over- water cooled, pro-link custom trim
work.
Fri. Set.
pasture, barns, pond, looking the lake
is
this suspension, $800. 753- Retinas
54. For Trade
Sot. 1-5
stream,
Call
.
Will
E
tree
farm,
can
cozy cabin just waiting 0334.
7..m.
divide.
Oil heater, curtains,
1974 Pinto, good condiilly, 153419.
for you. Priced in the 1981 Yamaha Virago,
tion, bought for $1,000.
mid 20's with owner low mileage, $2,200.
bedspread, adult and
Will trade for 1974 or
financing to qualified 753-0733 before 9a.m.
Couch and chair,
children's clothing,
701 S. 4th St.
1975 Pinto Station Wabuyer. Dial 753-1492 at
APPLIANCE SERclothes all sizes,
lots more.
753-0339
gon in good condition.
Century 21, Loretta 1982 Honda Magna V45, VICE. Kenmore,
4,500 miles, 2 helmets. Westinghouse,
753-1440.
Jobs Realtors.
odds and ends.
Best offer. 753-3188 or Whirlpool. 21
years
House on approx. 1 acre
experience. Parts and
Gilson Tiller Sale
10 Acre Mini-Farm of land. Two bedroom, 753-2864 after 5p.m.
heat, large storm New Honda Discount service. Bobby Hopper
Offer Geed are Woe 30
on Airport Road. gas
shelter. 1 1/2 mile north Prices. GL500 Inters- Bob's Appliance Sereseer Drive
.P.eGramin
Sw3ce.,
$2,895. GL500 vice 202 S. 5th St.
Well and Septic of Hardin on old 641. tate,
H.P.as499.95 Now Noy $387.50
Only $16,000. Call 753- Silvewing, $1,995. CB900 7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2, 7 5 3 - 8 8 8 6 LEE'S CARPET
Custom, $2,595. CB750 (home).
system.
8529 or 759-4517.
Delve
Wes 379.95 Maw Nay $299.90
CLEANING. Murray's
Sat., Jane 4
Custom, $2,195. CB750K, Air Conditioner,
Dryer, only professional CarMini-fa
5 H.P. Char Drive
rm
in
country
Wes 459.95 Now Only $352.00
.
$1,995. CB650 Custom, Washer and Freezer
906 Pogue St.
Fri. & Sat.
, pet Cleaning Company
2V? acres partially fen5 N.P. Beer r•••
$1,795. CM400T, $1,395. repaired. Call Sure-Fix
969.95 New Ordy $765.60
8-5
ced with barn. 1978
with over 12 years
CM400E, $1,249. CM400 Appliance and
1-?
It N.P. Gases Miler.. Wes 2,572.70 Now Nay $2,176.90
24x36 3 BR home with
Re- continous local service
dining room. Extra nice Custom, $1,449. CB750 frigerator Service. 759- using the most powerful
Special Deeft For Prices
Alma Heights
Nighthawk, $2,398. 1322.
6/
1
2 Acres, nice large with porch, alumin
Ladies, men and
cleaning system made.
You Can't Ibtert, See Us Now
um
CB650
mobile home, garage. 2 siding and
Nighthawk, SI,
Hundreds of satisfied
Hwy. 1824
house type 998.
children clothes,
We Trade, We SeN, We Service
fish ponds stocked with
VF750 Magna, $2,
repeat customers.
Central air and
Bird
Early
Clothing, lots of catfish. 1 mile past roof.
dishes, chairs, other
Licensed and Insured.
heat. Ideal for retired or 749. At Evans-Honda
Discount 10%
Paducah, Ky. 442-1655
Coldwater on right. 121 newlyw
misc.
We move the furniture
nic necks.
eds! Beautiful
311 Mein Street
Hazel, Ky.
452-1147
or 442-1626. Closed
North. 247-3972 or 489- wooded front
Roof
P
free. Free estimates, 24
in
quite
2611.
Monday
s.
hour service, 1 1 1 1
rural area. $15,500. Call
N
Pi etty as a picture! Spann Realty
110;;; Sycamore. 753-5827.
Assoc.
Lovely 3 bedroom home 753-7724.
49. Used Cars
Lawn mower and tiller
on 4.25 acres. Perfect Picturesque
.47
2
and" pracrepair. Wayne Wilson. 3
setting for a country tical are
two words to 1975 4 door Chevrolet
miles South on 121 or
Get a second opinion.
home, not too far from aptly descri
Mars. and Friday 9.?
be the Impala, $500. Call 753call 753-5086.
the city. Property in- merits of
Free Estimates. Exthis 9686 after 1:30.
Gatesboreegh Soled.
Licensed electrician for
cludes a 38x56 stock traditional home
Fri. and Sat.
cellent references.
on the 1976 Bobcat, 4 cylinder
residential and com1106
Saturday, Jane 4th 10 A.M.
bar, milk barn and a
Larkspur Dr.
market for the first Runabout, very clean,
1707 Johnsen Blvd.
mercial. Heating and
Con
18x28 equipment shed. time. The delight
At the Dr. lily P'Pwri home, the former oW itry lone
(Tam left et circle)
ful rebuilt engine, will
form 2
(off Doren Rd.)
conditio
air
n,
gas inFenced for pasture, and proportion and
Hugh Outland
miles west of Manny, Ky. on Hwy. 94. This is a big MI mstiewe
the ap- trade, $1,350. 1803
Boys and girls
stallation and repair.
8-7
a variety of fruit trees. pealing details help College Farm Rd.
759-1718 759-1135
sale.
Phone 753-7203.
clothing (hod and
Priced at $68500, Call create the
A gorge fall of
The old tenant house on the farm has been used
charming 1978 Regal Sport Coupe
for a storage
KOPPERUD REALTY, image. You will
building and catch all for many years. Goodjes
Polo includad), storm
observe good tires, excellent Appliance repair work Mitchell Paving and
piled to the
Items!! Clean boys,
rafters.
753-1222.
Hauling
Asphalt
.
pavthere are three full condition. 759-4557.
dear, woods. shed's,
all brands. Specialize in
Furniture: oak desk, oak dining table and chairs,
ladies and men
ing,
sealing
striping
,
oak kitchen
.
baths located in such a 1979
cabinet, oak wardrobe, add chairs, oak table,
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or Stone, gravel
ping peal tablet,
46. Homesfor Sale
Chrysle
gun cabinet, oak
, ect.
clothes.
manner to conveniently nice, $3,150. r Cordova, 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
dressers, Duncan Phyfe table, rose back chairs,
canopy
1975
bed,
Ford
Phone
753-1537
lamps, etc.
.
By owner, 2 bedroom serve two distinct
old wash stand, lots more furniture.
250 Pickup, S1,295. 759- Are you wanting to
01=mmilammi
Stone Ware: Dishes, water cooler, old
home on Coles Cam- areas. The beame
blue
and
white
d
pitchers, crocks. other stone items, pink
spend your weekends at
pground Rd., low 20's. vaulted ceiling with 1801.
depression glass,
pressed cut glass, carnival glass, blue and
•
white Fire King
'
l °• 753-0412.
cherry wood in the 1979 Cutlass Supreme, the lake, but you can't
porcelain china, trinkets. vases. English china,
sets of dishes,
a. it By owner reduced $17, family room will tilt, cruise, wheels, because you have to
old oil lamps, Aladdin's, pink, clear and green,
KW* and cotton
tram lanterns.
000, beautiful Colonial 2 naturally\belfresciz's AM-FM. Call 759-4481 mow your lawn? Let
Old Clocks: 2 wall clocks. I mantle clock,
old weight clock.
Spreading
•
Murray Lawn Service
Old Pictures, prints, mirrors,frames.
after 5:30.
'
a story home, located on 2 favorite spot for
ily
Gana: 22 rifle. 2 Fields double barrel side hammer
Bobby Nobler
scenic acres, approx. living. You'll notice the 1979 Mercury Zepher do it for you. We can
shot guns,
Civil War musket, and others.
•
• 4,000 sq. ft. with 4 or 5 appealing cornice work, Station Wagon, radio, keep your lawn mowed,
753-6692.
Other glass: milk glass. Norman Rockwell
•
•
plates, Lead
.bedrooms, large den, fine window detailing, heater, air conditioner, trimmed and looking
crystal. Country Store vase, glass sandwich depressio
•
n, amber
• rec. room, 31/2 baths, and 5,000 brick in
•
cake plate, rosevill pottery, high back bed, spool
rear window defroster, sharp all season. Re- Need work on your
veg.
the
table, old
4
• central heat, air, brick wall
•
COMM' books. Ray Harm prints, child's
asonabl
for
rates.
Call
e
Electric riding toys.
with tires good, cruise con- free estimat
•
Horse Riding and Show Tack: Nice western
e. 759-9246 trees? Topping, prunand English
fireplace insert. Central fireplace, woodbox, and trol. 436-2530.
saddles, pony saddles, bridles, quarter horse
ing, shaping, complete
759-4414
show bridles.
.
or
vacuum, intercom and grill in the family room. 1981 AMC
halters,
red
satin
horse
blankets. Lots more, some of it has
removal and more. Call
Spirit, low
stereo system. Double The kitchen features 21 mileage.
never been used.
BOVER'S TREE
759-9563 or
Farm Equipment: 3 point hitch. two 2 row
garage and 16x80 brick feet of cabinet space, 753-0347.
cultivators,
SERVICE for Prograder blade, two 12" braking plows, disc, tractor
and concrete patio. Will warming lights and a
seeder,
fession
al
Montgome
tree
ry
care.
Ward
feed
1982
grinder
Mercu
with
LN7,
ry
motor, 100 treated fence
consider trade for breakfast area by a
posts, woven wire, table saw with 8.5 Briggs and
INTERI
753-0338
OR
.
black
exterio
Stratton
r,
brown
smaller home. By ap- double window. Call
and side arm axle. Other tools, old horse drawn tools, motor
mon00000••••••••••••••••••••••■•&
harnes,
STAR KS WOODsingle trees, old hay baler, lots more collector items.
pointment only. After 753-1492 Century 21, cloth seats, air, stereo EXTERIOR
cassette
WORKI
, 4 speed. 759
NG AND REYou will have to see this sale to believe. In ease
6p.m. 753-7124.
PAINTI
NG
a extreme
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1429.
bad weather, will try to move to the old Lynn
FINISHING.489-2774.
Greve School
Gym.
1982 Pontiac Phoenix, WALLPAPERING
Fire Wood. Tree trimFor Information Call
perfect condition, lots of
ming and removing
Otte Gwen Aacflaa Service
extras. 753-7304.
hedges and shrubs.
Gold
Free estimates.
435-4125 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Will clean
Silver
Cars/Trucks, gov't
753-5476.
°sod
surplus available thru
Closed
local sales. Many under
Yesterday
401.00 Yesterday
12.4
753-3716
$150. For directory on
pined Today 413.00 Openned Today
12.2
how to purchase call
753-5292
315-735-2246 ext. 368, 24 * rREE ES,,AATES
5.00 Down
.1
hrs.
4

Pardon & Thermo
insarance &
Real Estate
Sortie:ids Court Sq.
Maffay, Kentacky
753-4451

YARD SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

,7
9

up

•

YARD SALE

FLEA
MARKET

evu.em

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

YARD
Sale

Garage
Sale

ROSS
ROOFING

Get more

ARD

outof yourrt.
carpe

8 PARTY
YARD SALE

Basement
Sale

1 897

Service
Electrical
Plumbing
Well Pumps

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Blacks
Decorating
Center

H.L. Ford

435-4152

BIG
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

489-2740

Hazel Lawn & Garden Center

1

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

AUCTION

LIME

Jones Strawberriea •

I

•

Sedalia, Ky.
Pick Your Own

SO

a quart
1 -7/ 10 mile South of Sedalia on
Hwy. 381. 7 acres of nice berries.:
Open til dark. Phone 328-8543. !
•
0
0
10
10
0

PAINTING

T.L.C. MAID SERVICE

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

your home, office or
business with:

TENDER LOVING
CARE

Compliments of:
GOLD

&

SILVER

CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

40
10

P buy Gold
and Diamonds
Hours
10 8
1 2 5 Sunday

U

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•••
••
••
.
es

759-9754
759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature

Daily

Vacation
Bible School

•

Steal Metal Stamping Company Needs:

•
•
•

•Esporioncod electrician rift korririge of esocisioe morel
circuits, electrical trouble shoot* exporimme, 44011-3 phase
wiring systems. Most hove marefectoriog plant 'spiritism.
N,tpfvlt. know resistonce spot woWing.

•
•
•
•

.
•••
••
.
•

.
June 6-10
•
*•
.
•
.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
•5
•
I
•IS Coldwater.Baptist Church •
a
•

4

Join Us For

Auction Sale

Saturday, June 4th at 10 A.M.

Free Estimates

Silver

igieuten•••••••••••••■•••••■•••••••agi

10
0

•

•Mointenneco mon maimed wilt motel stem*, ipross
emiipment; sod as, feeders, stroightaters, cul roils. Wee
shoedd he experioaced I p000matics and'Ws fin*.
'Airtime* press operators for metal stomping dies wooded
fee 2od shift. Most know ha.?. set op sod thee operate
progreseiwidies.
•Die ambers needed for heft 1st sod tad shift operations.
SbeaW have *swims with large progressive dies op to 84'
long.

••

a Classes for all ages Wading Welt class taught ••
•
n by Ike. Terry Sias. For rids mil 419-2212.
a
s
•
U
a
AN0000000n•••••••••••••••••••■•••%

If

intorosto41, sold room, to P.O. Dor 427,
Dover, romossoo, 37058.

Shoemakers
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
For as low as $200 you can buy a
regular size solid brass bed, Queen
Size only $250.
We have another load of Living
Room Suites coming in.
We have all kinds of brass items
at down to earth prices.
Solid oak china cabinets as low
as $150.
All Day Friday & Saturday
10% off any item in store
(Hit rains)

At Mr. & Mrs. Wade Hamden home jest off the Tam Taylor Read one mile off
of 641 Sant of Murray, Ky. Sea section sips.
Will sell a late model M.F. diesel backhoe with extra buckets,
nice 1972 Dodge 600 truck with Rogers dump bed, good tri axle
Wolvorine trailer, a 14' goose neck trailer, 1965 short wheel base
Chevrolet pickup for parts, utility bed for a ton truck, nice 1979
Ford 700 truck with a Cat V636 diesel engine with 21' Todeo
enclosed van with raised back door and a 42" side door. 5 and 2
speed transmission, sharp 240 utility Farmall tractor, plow, disc
and cultivator, extra set of back tires with spin out rims, 11-2-24
long wide truck topper, 3 ton hoist cherry picker, ban saw, 10"
radial arm saw, 12" table saw, one lot of misc. shop tools, 25 bu.
hog feeder, calf creep feeder, large divided rabbit cages, Case
mowing machine, cultipacker, section harrow, tractor pond
scoop, 3-point grader blades, 2-row cultivator, gas tank, used
tires, like new Ideal manure spreader, watering trough.
This is on open sale and will be other pieces of equipment there
sale day. Sale will be held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Sale conducted by Dan Miller Auction Service. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144 Lynn
Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Lkerised & leaded la Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

753-0262
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4th Annual
June 6-10 at M.H.S. Gym

Medicare protection available to some patients

!OBITUARIES'
Mrs. Kimbro
dies; services
incomplete
Mrs. Daphne Julane
Kimbro, 68, Rt. 7, died
Wednesday at 5:32 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born June 14, 1915, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Robert Phillips and
Maud Scarbrough
Phillips.
Mrs. Kimbro is survived by her husband, Ralph
Kimbro; one daughter,
Mrs. Nancy Rittenger,
Alma, Mich.; two grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
the funeral and burial arrangements.

Anniversary
of queen
observed

1983, the amount of credit
required ranges from P'2
to 8 years, dependnfg on
the age of the worker.
Medicare protection
generally starts with the
third month after the
month a course of
maintenance dialysis
treatments begin.
Protection can begin
earlier if the person takes
part in a self-dialysis
training program in an
approved facility and he
or she expects to selfdialyze or if the person is
admitted to an approved
hospital for a kidney
transplant.

Full Medicare health
insurance protection is
available to people in the
area who suffer from permanent kidney failure
and who need dialysis or
a kidney transplant, Bettye Williams, Social
Security District
Manager in Paducah,
said recently.
To be eligible, for
Medicare, a person must
either be an insured
worker or the spouse or
child of an insured
worker. To be insured, a
worker must have enough
credit for work covered
by Social Security. In

Medicare protection
will end 12 months after
the month a person no
longer requires dialysis
or 36 months after a
kidney transplant. It may
last longer if there are
complications, Mrs.
Williamssaid.
There are two parts of
Medicare; hospital insurance, which helps pay
the costs of inpatient
hospital care and certain
kinds of followup care,
and medical insurance,
which helps pay the costs
of doctors' services, outpatient hospital costs,
and certain other medical

services and supplies.
Medical insurance is
voluntary and the person
must pay a premium to
have this protection. The
monthly payment is currently $12.20.
More information
about Medicare can be

obtained at either the
Paducah Social Security
Office, located at 546
Lone Oak Road,
telephone 1-443-7506; or
the Mayfield Social
Security Office, located
on US Highway 45 North,
telephone 1-247-8095.

Boys
Glades 5-12
Tuition Only

$30
lit Session 8:30-12:00
(Grades 9-12)
2nd Session 12:30-4:00
(grades 5-8)
Directed by M.H.S.
Head Coach Cary
Miller, Assisted By
Howie Crittenden

Case Knives
Special Father's Day
Edition

Camp
Camp Shirts and awards given to outstanding campers.
Sign up June 6 8:00-8:30 and 12:00-12:30.

Murray Supply Co

Campbell County jail to continue operation
COVINGTON, Ky. be run by an adJudge William 0.
(AP) - A federal judge ministrator through 1984. Bertelsman accepted the
Jailer Ed Huck will re- agreement. The Legal
has approved a consent
main as a consultant with Aid Society had alleged
decree between Campbell
no cut in pay. An ad- that brutality in the jail
County and the Legal Aid
ministrator will run the violated an earlier conSociety that will allow the jail, however, until sent decree issued
countyjail in Newport to another is elected in 1984. through the federal court.

208 E. Main

Additional Informatton Coll 753-8974

753-3361

BEALE
HARDWAR

News reporter selected for award recipient

LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) - WLEX-TV news
reporter Steve Collier has
been selected as the reciLONDON (API pient of the National Coal
Queen Elizabeth II, who
has ruled longer than any
British monarch this century, today marked the
BOWLING GREEN,
30th anniversary of her
Ky. I AP)- A survey of
coronation.
new electrical connecThe queen rarely
tions indicates Bowling
celebrates official days in
Green, Glasgow,
her life with public
Russellville and Franklin
ceremonies, and today
have had population
was no exception. A
gains during the recent
Buckingham Palace
recession.
spokesman said she
The information, was
would receive a visit
contained in a study
from the Ecuadorian amreleased by the Barren
bassador, meet the River
Area Development
British envoys to Ireland
District.
and Hungary, and spend
William Jenkins,
the rest of the day
associate director of
privately.
planning for BRADD,
In the last three
said Wednesday that the
decades, according to
press reports, the 57year-old queen has
traveled 612,000 miles on Federal-State Market News
Service Thursofficial tours - equal to day. June 2,1003
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
25 trips around the globe Report Includes0 Buying Station
- received 48 heads of Receipts Act MS Est NO Barrows & Gilts
1-1 25 higher Sows steady to 1. lower
state, given about 4,000 US
1-2 210-240 lbs.
. . I475040
audiences and shaken US 2 200•210 lbs.
846.75-4775
US 2 210250 lbs
$47 25-47 75
hands with about 1 US 2-3 25/1270 lbs.
$46.25-17 25
million people.
Sows
US 1-2270,350 lbs.
Kts.te-stcoo
Elizabeth became US
1-3 300-450 Its.
234.0031.011
queen on Feb. 6, 1952, US 1-3 491-500 lbs.
006003750
US 1-3 N0450 lbs
*3700-39.56
following the death of her US
2-3 300-500 lbs.
*33.00-3400
father King George VI.
Boars 433.7545

Association's Hazlett A.
Cochran Memorial
Award.
The winning entry was
Collier's five-part series

Population gains released

Hog market

population growth conclusion should be considered nothing more
than "a rough guess, a
statistical guess."
To determine the
towns' populations,
Jenkins multiplied the
number of average,
residential electrical connections by 2.94, which he
said represents the
number of people served
by each connection. The
totals showed Bowling
Green gained 2,696 people; Glasgow was up 21;
Russellville gained 447;
and Franklin's population increased by 359 people.
"There's nothing novel
about this," Jenkins said.
"People have used electrical connections for
years as a factor in
estimating population
between census periods.
And it's fairly reliable.
The assumption really is
that every- household or
every housing unit has
electricity."

entitled "What It's Really
Like to Mine Coal."
A release issued by
WLEX said Collier's
series was selected the
best of 18 entries in the
nationwide competition.
The series, broadcast
in November 1982, was
made at the Wolf Creek
Collieries No. 4 and No. 11
mines at Lovely, Martin
County.

Sale Continues

30% on \
Everything In
The Store

Livestock market

A

East Main Street
753-1543

Rain tire sun tire
one tire
does it all

1
0=M MEM

506 N. 12th Murray Ky.

t.6***4

K8K STUMP
REMOVAL

eelWiriv

Olympic Plaza

Regular
Strength

Tylenol

We

con remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
43.5 4343 or 435.4319

Sale Price

a-

1 oo's

1I

500 Off

.4 I

3.09
3.09

Anything This
Week At
Byron's

so -.II

41

YRouErECost
As miA A.A.ailkAVA,

it

FOR
OVER-01Y
SKIN

CARE •

LOTION
Vaseline
Intensive

10 oz.

Caw

°Ai

We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky.Pu
Assistance

4

CLEARANCE SAVINGS ON EVERY TIRE LISTED!
TIRE NAME
SI DE1NALL

SIZE
lirTarnlIM

INTROIML OMR

p.

4
594
4)1
4ill
Ai

A AA a AA. 41, AAA I A AO& Jeli

p.

gul-

.
-1-

, Vaseline
INTENSIVE

'
El -ww.sOrv yo\v'yv v

P21575114 Whitewall
Plus 2.49 F.E.T.
No Trade Needed

•

V1I*Al

:"rv \sr. v'V‘r
Yfr\WV,

Savings t
Are Found ;
At Byron's

3:0
IC

L Coupon Good 6-2 Thru 6-8

1
Plus 1.54 F.E.T.
No Trade Needed

753 2380

I

Less Manufacturer Refund

AA .,sows, 0°,

447M.... ....M.111„W .,.,
POLYSTEEL
RADIAL

B78-13-Whitewoll

r,

:VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

One of Goodyear s
all-time
best-selling radials

P19575815 Whitewall
Plus 2.25 F.E.T.
No Trade Needed

411
;*

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

ignment

POWER
STREAK II

641 S. Murray

753-2617

SAVE- SAVE-SAVE- SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE -- SAVE-

JUNECLEARA„eNCE
,TIEMPO
RADIAL

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Beale Hardware

LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAPi USDA t Estimated receipts cattle and calves
100 not enough on offer of slaughter
and feeder classes to accurately test
price trends.
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 40.00-44 00;
canner and cutter 31.00-37.50.
For the week . Slaughter and feeder
classes about steady for kind and quality of offer. The holiday shortened week
and suitable weather for field work
reduced this week receipts.
Hogs 250; barrows and gilts 1.00-1.25
higher; 1-2 230-235 lbs. 47.50; 2-3 215-250
lbs. 47.00-47.50; 250-270 lbs. 46.50-47.00; 3
295-300 lbs. 42.80-43.45; sows 1.00
higher; 1-2 350-400 lbs. 39.50-40.00; 400450 lbs. 40.00-41.00; 450-575 lbs. 41.00.
41.90. medium 150-400 lbs. 38.75-39.25;
boars over 300 lbs. 36.25-31425.
For the week Barrows and gilts 50
higher: sows steady.
Sheep untested.
For the week Early week sheep sales
steady.

Buick Electra Ltd.

S11,900.00

ALL SALES CASH - NO REFUNDS

MINA

iusop Tires lit

1982

P.S., P B., air, cruise, power door locks,
power windows, power seats. One owner,
new car trade-in. Super sharp Ky. car.

5gm
blic
9i
5
2
$
C eam
bh;

MIL A44

SALE
PRICE

\mpii'y'vv.

mpg v.1•11 V

Wkitow*II
MENEM
rffrarrnifferrAMIIIIIME
61.110
G78-14
Power Streak II Wititewell
ElKI'
P21575114
12=11 60.
)30-16
i2MiLL=.1.="1=1.1MKAALAMMI
7.50-16
Work Morse Trectsoo Load nesse C
72.50
.

i'1*rwI

Vaselin'e 4
PURE PETROLEUM JELLY

4

IC

fllTh1I ii

7/
1
2 oz.

Sale Ends Tuesday Night

ihk ,A,AAA A8&
4

irTrivrf

Make This Your Time To Save:Goodyear GivesYou A Choke!
ARRIVA RADIAL

GUARANTEED

Share your
life with
friends &
relatives...
s
order

IC

Value Priced Auto Service... Compare Our Everday Low Prices.

ENGINE
TUNE-UP

IC
1136/11101R12
Ib
is 111 41 FIT
No lea reseed
PleiSOCO13
Plus 5c5' PET
No tree Melee

etellieltID 00 OtwS
011 4 000 Mt IS
401104595 COW S
t
4-Cyl
• includes chalets lobe so to five
Quell now brand motor &land new
orl tutor • Omer parts and services
Ones ot needed • Drawl ori csoacrev
end mist typo may result in extra
~pm • Pluses GO tor in appOollwent

Lerma

90 Do s Some A

6

Cash

,

3e, Deoutiful color reprints from your favorite
u.legatrves Standard size repnnts ore from 31/2x31/2
s'
depending on negative size
o
I 11J 126 & Disc
MARK 35 1

12, 18,

• 1405111 S can men stoats MI OP
truCtS • 041010181_pats md setnces
ems a seeded • clack margin
Wong NV PIP= systems • Ionia
fee tole new spot kiwis • Set wrong
to tecommentgel MKS • Saud
catureicr wane spit*, ,Eitra

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
17C..
1:00-6:00
-P •
Sundays
-

Marge Wire carburetor remora re
tie:titan
learrsiltsd
• 2 hO 11 seilos

'
I

4117 "

2oc

name 35mm
vets not ava.iawe from 159101151 35
0,;mewl by Sodas
c pupa, musi occornoont 000•'

'Expires June 11

24 36 Months To Pa

RUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
s a• W

V EXTRA.
PRINTS
I

VII
$3

Elecironle *ellen Eyleents
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